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THE   PRESIDENTS' ME

        EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

  The annual General Meeting of the

Edmonton Association held in January,

1984, appointed me as your Associa-    ^

tion President for the upcoming two

year term. It is indeed an honour for

me to be able to accept this post.     |

  In reviewing the activities of our   i

Association for 1984, it would appear

that our annual banquet, the summer

picnic, held this year in the north-

ern city of Grande Prairie, and our

support of the "battle" to have the

Prince of Wales Armoury remain as a

centre of Edmonton's Military history

seemed to be the main events.

  There was an excellent turnout for

our General Meeting and Banquet. I

wish to thank those members from the

B.C. Association who made the trip

over the mountains in the middle of

our winter to be with us, As well, we

were very pleased with the excellent
turnout from our Young Battalion, and \

with those who came from further away

points than B.C. It's a great occasion

for us all when we can gather at these

annual reunions,
  We are indeed grateful to those of

our members who have involved them-

selves in an attempt to have the

Prince of Wales Armoury returned to    '

the Military. We wish them success.

  More and more as the years pass us

by we become aware that in these nar-

rower years that follow we can no
longer safely say, "Oh well, maybe I

can catch the next reunion." It con-
cerns your executive that so many local

49ers do not make it out to our gath-

erings .
  To 49ers everywhere, my best wishes

for a healthy and happy 1985, and

please - keep in touch. If you cannot

come in person it will be really great

to get a note from you.

           Yours in Comradeship,

                   Jim Foote

                        President

        B.C. ASSOCIATION

  In February, at our B.C. Association

annual dinner and business meeting,

the members of the West Coast contin-

gent invited me to be their President.

In a very "democratic" election their

decision was confirmed. Though the ex-

ercise was conducted in a very light-

hearted manner, there was no mistaking

the sincerity of all concerned. For my

part, I consider it a great honour and

I pledge to do my utmost to maintain

the magnificent spirit which exists in

our Forty Miner Association.

  Our dinner in February and our picnic

in August of this year were, as always,

memorable occasions where we had an op-

porbunity to renew friendships with

regular attenders and with some who we

had not seen for probably forty years.

  The response from our members indic-

ates that they approve of these func-

tions and the arrangements made by our

Executive.

  No doubt if and when they are not all

that happy about these gatherings they

will either tell us or stop attending!

We will continue to be on the alert for

all such messages.

  In this, my first message as head of

the B.C. Association, I want to repeat

what has been stated before^ We out

here function as a separate entity

solely for the convenience of the mem-

bers who happen to live in British

Columbia. In our hearts we belong to

that great fraternity which was cre-

ated through service with the 49th and

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

  My best wishes to all members. As we

come to the close of one year and to

the beginning of another let all of us

renew our resolve to spare no effort

in preserving this unique and precious

Association.

                      Fraternally,
                   /       '   ^

                   /L.  A^ '@'@'"

                W, Re-nple, President



  MAJOR GENERAL, THE HONORABLE GEORGE RANDOLPH PEARKES VG_PC CC CB DSO MC CD

   @ .... @,;,@@'.'  ,,: @;;;:.;@^::,;@;;:;\^. :'. . . @         on May 30, 1984, Major Gen G.R.
 @'@.@@'@' ' @@@':^..;:.':/.@;.;;./,^.^^^^\^            @ '   Pearkes, age 96 years, passed on to

     @@; "'@'@'S^lfflSftS^^^B..-'  .' @    on Monday, June 4, 1984, he was

   @ @. @-.^.^'@^SiS^iSNS^^^^^^ :.     given a state funeral with all the

                                             adian ^^ed Rifles in WW I having
                                             enlisted in 1915. He had bought his

 @ "^ ^^^@^^^'S^lliJi^^^^^^^^P @   @     He won his VG, DSO and MC while

  ;:'@:;@ ^;^:-^;..:'                                 The General remained in the Army
  '@@ '^:: ':"':'@::.@.@:^:... .@.'^^^^P^T^"^'' '@ ' '          following WW I and when WW II began

 @ '@'  @'::^ .: @ @@' ^^'^^i^^"^" '     @ @   '      ^e was Pl^ed in command of Military
  @;' @@@ ':.^::.:@'@:@~ ^Fll^^-^ @@    @            District 13, Edmonton and Calgary,

          '@'@ @ ' ' @ ^^^^y-     @ @'@ @ . -        when our Edmonton Regiment was mob-
            @@@@@@@ ^^^l^y'^                    ilized@ He then commanded the 1st

                 ; '-/4                      Cdn Div when it proceeded overseas
                   :y                       in 1939.

                                            Many of us will remember him demon-
                                            strating how to crawl, inspecting

 our field works, directing traffic when our convoys went astray, in addition
inspecting us on our formal parades. He always had time to talk to the ordin-
ary soldier and we thought the world of him.

  Once overseas, however, the powers that were then higher up decided that
the General was "too long in the tooth" for the war which was to be waged on
the continent of Europe, He was returned to Canada to look after the west
coast defense system.

  Following W II he was elected to Parliament and became John Diefenbaker's
Minister of National Defense. Then later, the General served two terms of of-
fice as B.C.s Lieutenant Governor and was acknowledged to be the most popular
vice-regal person ever in that province to that time.

  His abiding interest in children is known to posterity in the George R.
Pearkes Centre for Children.

  Gen Pearkes was well known to many of us. We were more than pleased to be
able to welcome him at many of our summer picnics held in Victoria.

  In his long life he had been an Alberta homesteader, a politician, a po-
liceman, a soldier, vice-patron of the Royal Cdn Legion, his Monarch's Regent,

  A man of simple tastes, he enjoyed gardening, having a drink with friends,
walking his dog and chatting with all he encountered.

  If there is a hereafter George Pearkes is assured of a place on the right
hand side.

                            MAY HE REST IN PEACE                                ,
                                                                 J.R.Stone        '



plained. I would question him about his condition, his reply was always that

he felt fine and then he would get down to the business at hand.

    Owen was a real hero and set an example for us all in his acceptance of

things as they were. We, who knew him and were influenced by him, are fortu-

nate indeed.
    Owen served in The Edmonton Regiment from September. 1939 to November 1945.

He went overseas with our Regiment as a member of the Sigs Platoon in September

1939, returned to Canada for officer training in 1943 and rejoined the Reg-

iment in Italy in December of that year@ He served as Intelligence Officer,

as Adjutant, as rifle company commander. After the "shooting" in Holland had

ceased, he served under LCol "Bill" Cromb and wrote the magnificent "In Mem-

oriam" booklet for the Regiment.

    In the fall of 1945 Owen returned to Edmonton with the Regiment and then

became a civilian joining in the work force with the Royal Canadian Legions

in Edmonton and then in Calgary.

    When Canada became embroiled in the Korean conflict, Owen offered his serv-

ices and I had the pleasure in selecting him as one of the officers in 2 PPCLI,

which battalion I was commanding. He proceeded to Korea with me, served with

distinction and returned to Canada to qualify as a parachutist. He was with me

in the Canadian Mobile Striking Force. Our ways parted in 1953@ Owen became a

staff officer and was a top graduate of the Canadian Staff College. He was

-oromoted to the rank of Major in 1954.

    Owen had several staff appointments and then two tours of duty on the In-
dia-Pakistan border. He was promoted LCol in 1966, after a second tour in

India was posted to Edmonton to command an Infantry Training Battalion. He

retired from the Canadian Army in September, 1970, and moved to Victoria, B.C.,

where he ran the local office of Allan McKinnon M.P. until illness forced him

to resign,
    Owen leaves to mourn his loss his devoted and living wife Carry and two

laughters.
    His funeral service was conducted by the Very Reverend "Joe" Cardy M.C.,

a great friend of us all. "Joe" spoke of Owen as a good man and a good soldier

and his words gave much comfort to Carry and her daughters. Owen's many friends

attending the service were most appreciative of the sincerity of the homily.

    Owen: you fought the good fight and I, your comrade-in-arms, salute you

ss I bid you a last farewell.  Requiescat In Pace.
                                                        Jim Stone, Colonel(ret)



}                         EdmontonAssociation
"            '     ANNUAL GENERALME^nNG-January 1984    @@@@@@@@@@~

     To discuss the past year's activities of our Association, the Annual Gen-
 eral Meeting was held in the Montgomery Legion, Edmonton, on Saturday, Jan-
 uary 21, 1984.

     The meeting was called to order at 1500 hours with President Jim Botsford
 in ths chair and some one hundred plus members in attendance. This included an
 excellent turnout from our Militia Battalion.

     A two minute silence was observed in honour of our absent comrades.
     These formalities having been taken care of, the minutes of the previous

 Annual General Meeting held January 15, 1983, were then read by Secretary
 Ralph Graven. There being no errors or omissions the minutes were adopted as
 read on a motion by W.Hall, seconded by Ernie Smith.

     Correspondence received from Shaun Brown, son of MajGen George G.Brown,
 was read to the meeting. Shaun is in the process of writing a thesis in purs-
 uit of his further education and in doing so is using experiences of some of
 those of our members who spent time overseas during WW IE. The letter was to
 extend his thanks for the excellent cooperation he had received and his hope
 that other members could be contacted at a later date.

     Committee reports were then asked for and follow:
 FINANCIAL REPORT - B.Olson - there was a small profit for the year despite

     the fact that the January Banquet and the Summer Picnic both showed small
     losses. These losses are covered by those members who have sent in, very
     generously, donations along with their regular dues, Wibh memberships now
     being raised to $10.00 per year no financial problems are anticipated in
     the near future.

 MEMBERSHIP REPORT - B.Olson - memberships for the past year showed an increase
     of some 60 odd members. This increase was due mainly to the addition of a
     number of members from our Militia Unit who were not previously members.
     Total membership the past year was 338. Members shown as being resident
     in the Mewburn Vets' Home numbered 8 (including the recent addition of
     "Jock" Scott) and Life Members(no longer available) are 17. Our member-
     ship roll continues to hold up well despite our losing many to the rav-
     ages of "Father Time".

 MAGAZINE REPORT - B.Olson, Editor - Some 525 issues of #86, The Fortyniner,
     were mailed out or delivered to all members of the Association, Edmonton
     and B.C.Branches. Our thanks to those who continue to contribute photos,   ;
     etc. which enable us to publish our magazine annually.                     ]

 The above three reports were adopted as read on a motion by B. Olson, second- j
 ed by Bill Shaw.
 Alex Burrows proposed a vote of thanks to Barney Olson and the Association for !
 continuing to produce the Fortyniner. Alex mentioned that it appeared to be    I
 the only one of its kind in Canada and from his experience its appearance in   j
 the Legion in the Ottawa area is very much appreciated.-                       I

 HOSPITAL/LAST POST - Marcel Tettamente - this report showed that up until the
     end of September, 1983, a total of fifty members of our Regiment had passedj
     away. These were members of both WW I and IIo                              |
     Report adopted on a motion by Merv Morgan, seconded by Roger Dupuis.       |



Edmonton General Meeting

 ENTERTAINMENT - Rollie Castagner - Mention was made of a successful January

     1983, annual reunion. Our "first for some years" anniversary picnic held

     at Gamp Harris in August, 1983, prompted many words of praise for the two

     day affair. "The best I've ever attended", etc. were the words of praise

     received by the committee. Many thanks to our Militia Unit for the excell-

     ent cooperation in arranging for the largest part of the event, tables,

    tents, refreshments and some catering, etc..

Walter Wills proposed a vote of thanks to the entertainment committee for their

 efforts in promoting this very successfull reunion. Jim Foote added the thanks

and appreciation to the members of the Young Battalion who contributed so much

 over the two day event.

MILITIA UNIT - LCol C.Marshall, OG - Regarding our Museum, the Colonel mention-

    ed that the Prince of Wales Armouries was now owned by the City of Edmon-

    ton and that there are now committees working on the future use of the

    building. The Armouries have been declared an "Historic Site" and should

    be available for some kind of use before too long, one use we would hope

    would be for a permanent home for our Museum, There is also a new director

    of the Provincial Museum and he has indicated his willingness in assisting

    us in our attempt to get a museum off a basement floor. It is a slow pro-

    cess but the matter is not being left to die and progress will be recorded.

    Militia Unit training has now been directed towards a new airborn role and

    the syllabus now includes parachute jumping along with the related training.

A general discussion re the proposed museum, took place. We were advised that

one of our Association members, Ed Boyd, is now on a city wide committee which

has as its purpose the future of the Armouries.

Keith Wakefield suggested that an effective method would be for Association

members to contact City Council members and in this manner put some pressure

on the council for assistance in obtaining adequate museum space.

Charlie Whelan made the motion that Secretary Ralph Craven should write to

Edmonton City Hall on behalf of our Association asking for assistance in this

matter. This motion was seconded by Keith Wakefield.

NEW BUSINESS - Whether a summer picnic should be held in 1984 was almost imme-

   diately decided when an invitation for the picnic to be held in the Grande

    Prairie area was accepted. Walter Wills, Mike Antonio and Bill Purvis were

    present at the meeting and they enthusiastically stated that they were

    more than willing to host this years  gathering. Dates suggested were for
    the llth and 12th of August(Saturday and Sunday) 1984, and if anyone want-

    ed to arrive earlier there would be plenty of room at the Legion picnic

    grounds and the welcome mat would be out. Contact in the area would be

    with Tom Belford, Grande Prairie.

    The picnic was made official on a motion by Bill Shaw, seconded by Roger

    Dupuis.
    Jim Foote made mention of a number of organized tours taking place in 1984

    to European battlefields in recognition of the 40th anniversary of the

    landings there in 1944. There did not seem to be much interest in the trips.

    Two weapons lockers for safe storage of museum weapons that we now have are

    in use. These lockers have been supplied courtesy Lee Ahlstrom.
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                               B. C.  BRANCH                 @@@@@@@@@@
                 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & BANQUET  February 1984

     Once again the Astor Motor Hotel, Burnaby, B.C., hosted, for a fee, our

 annual Branch Meeting and Banquet.
     John Eggleston did all the liaison work with the hotel and the huge suc-

 cess of the occasion demonstrated again just what hard work and administrati-re

 ability can accomplish. Everything went like clock work! Thank you, John.

     Forty four friends and comrades sat down to an excellent' dinner,including

 Dave Barbour, Al Bryant and Pip Muirhead. These three gentlemen, veterans of

 the first World War, each in the vicinity of ninety years of age, are so well

 preserved that, had they not been chaperoned by the wives of Dave and Al, they

 surely would have been trying to seduce the beautiful girls at the hotel recep-

 tion desk. At least, that is how I interpreted the gleam in their eyes. As it

 was, they drank booze with the best of us and "Pip" made a speech.

     Bill Remple, acting President, opened up our hospitality room in the late

 afternoon and, in another room, Trevor Jones, surrounded by bottles, was dis-

 pensing the "distillers' best" to all and sundry. It is no wonder that by din-

 ner time Steve Lotoski was looking for a donkey to ride in a repeat cf the

 "Baranello Derby". Steve, for those who can recall, was the winning jockey in

 the 1943 event.

     Suffice to say that the fraternization before dinner enhanced the proceed-

 ings and assured us that the regimental veterans had the same spirit that stood

us in such good stead during the two World Wars. What a gang!

    At 1800 hours we assembled in the Haida Room, a perfect meeting place,

where a large bowl of "punch" was located. As well, the hotel operated a small

bar in the room for those whose palates desired something other than the "punch"

and, by the time dinner was served, no one was feeling any pain.

    Chairman Remple  called for a minute's silence in memory of our absent com-

rades. Bob Dudley, 1 am sure for the first time since his childhood, said

"Grace" as glibly as though he had the book in front of him.

    Bill then welcomed everyone. There was special mention of our World War I

veterans and those who were attending from distant places. We drank the "Loyal

Toast" and sat down to an excellent turkey dinner. The food and the service

was good; the wine was a bit thin, not that it mattered to palates prostituted

by a prolonged intake of distilled liquor. I always marvel at the way those

little serving girls speed around so that we all get our food at more or less

the same time.

    The Chairman then introduced the head table: "Pip" Muirhead, Dave Barbour

Al Bryant, Gordon Mclntosh, Jim Stone and "Budge" Bell-Irving, ex Commanding

Officer of our WW II Regiment and now recently retired as Lieutenant Governor

of our Province of British Columbia. Albn Johnson was then called on to give

the toast to the Regiment. He was indeed in fine form. "Al" has recently re-

tired from Winnipeg to our fair city of Victoria.and has by now cleared his

thoughts of baby chicks, alfalfa and other seeds, in which business he has

been these many years. For this evening he came full of regimental history and

we enjoyed hearing again, in a thousand words, that we were the best infantry

battalion that ever "came down the pike". By the applause it was obvious that

everyone in the room agreed with him. Al Baker, one of our best Company Ser-

geant Majors, replied to the toast with equal words of praise and he also was

afforded a great hand.

    The Chairman then called on the Secretary Treasurer for his annual report,

on the past year's happenings.



                              B.C. Meeting/Banquet                 ~~@@@@@@@@-
     I opened my remarks by referring to the passing of our President for these

 past number of years, Owen Browne. Owen was a comrade-in-arms in two wars with

 me and I can vouch for the excellence of his service. He had recovered from

 radiation induced leukemia, a truly marvellous cure and thus was able to live

 well and usefully until he fell victim to cancer of the bladder from which he

 never recovered. His death was a merciful release from great pain which he bore

 with his usual fortitude. The world was a better place because of Owen's ex-

 istence and his efforts.

     Continuing with my report and moving from death to life I brought to the
 attention of the meeting that Earl Lohn (he must be nearly as old as God), re-

 cently took unto himself a beautiful young wife and lo and behold - she is

 pregnant 1 On command. Earl stood up and everyone demonstrated his envy of

 Earl's proven sexual capability by loudly applauding.

     A great number of our members had sent in extra money along with their dues

 and also their best wishes. George Kitching, for the first time in many years,

 was not able to be here. George was in hospital, not seriously wounded, and

 would be up and around shortly. Jack Mackis was hospitalized. Dick Couch  WW I

 veteran, Nanaimo, mailed us a substantial cheque as well as did Bill Lowden

 from his hospital bed. Bill's cheque paid for most of this evening's win.3

 bill.

     Dave Petrie and Len Dawes took in the annual gathering in January in Ed-

monton and thus were nob quite ready to tackle this evenings enjoyment here.

 They send their best regards. "Peter" Key, another WW I veteran, cannot make

it to our winter dinner but saves it all for the summer picnic and brings
along his charming wife. Bill Silvester, Frank Petley, Bob Summersgill, Jack

Washburn, just to name a few, sent regrets as well as money and I heard also
 from Al Cantin, original 1915 49er, in his bulletin from California, Al in-

 cludes news of Jim Plenty, another WW I 49er. The WW I veterans, despite the

vicissitudes of advancing years, keep up with the best of us and we had only

to look to the head table to see Dave Barbour who, with his lovely wife, came

across the strait to be here. "Pip" Muirhead and "Al11 Bryant, both with severe

physical handicaps, exerted the tremendous effort necessary to be with uso You.

young sixty five and seventy year old slackers, who have opted to sit by the

fire, please take note. I regret that I haven't been able to mention all who

have written and sent along their dues and "extra" but I have with me corre-

spondence from Carl Walford, Rene Gauchie, Lou Smith, Al Grade and J. T.

Livingstone. May I say thanks to all who have written although we would rather

see you than just hear from you.

    Correspondence along with dues, etc. were also received from these dear

lady members; Mary Beaton, "Sunny" Day, Tina Oakey, Kathleen Guthrie, Kate

Willson and also Peggy McEwen, daughter of the late Jack Snider, WW I veteran.

    I made special mention of the presence of "Budge" Bell-Irving. Basically

a Seaforth when he came to us some forty years ago as our Commanding Officer

he took on our identity and from the first minute was one of us, "Budge" re-

mained so until he was called on to assume command of the Seaforths. He served

us well in war and is as proud of his association with us as we are of ours

with him. May he flourish for a long time as one of us.

FINANCIAL REPORT - I, as Secretary Treasurer, then presented the state of our

    finances for the past year. We spent a few more dollars than we had come

    in but we are still operating with a bank balance in the black.            I



B.C. Meeting/Banquet
FINANCIAL REPORT - cont'd  - The report having been heard and since there was

    no discussion, it was moved to be adopted as read. This was seconded by

    Bob Dudley and passed unaminously.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT - in his capacity as acting President, Bill Remple present-

    ed the report for the 1983 season. He spoke of the late Owen Browne, his

    brother-in-law, whose duties as President of our Association he assumed

    during Owen's last illness. He expressed the feelings of all of us in his

    short eulogy.
    Bill then drew our attention to the presence of visitors from Edmonton;

    Steve Lotoski, Bill Shaw, Al Baker and Barry Ferguson and from Rsgina Bob

    Kirkness. He spoke also of the presence of General "Budge" and said how

    pleased we all were that he had been able to take the time out from his

    busy schedule to be with us for the evening.

    He also mentioned the presence of Gordon Mclntosh at the head table men-

    tioning that Gordon had not only been a good soldier during WW II but

    that he was a great supporter of our Association. He was glad to be able

    to honour Gordon by giving him prominence in the seating arrangements.

"Budge" Bell-Irving was asked to speak to the gathering and he re-iterated his

pride in being a member of the Regiment and the Association. We were conscious

of his sincerity in what he said and he was most warmly applauded.

"Pip" Muirhead then spoke for the WW I veterans. "Pip", who has a mind that

functions as well as any of his younger comrades, mentioned how much the re-

union with old and new comrades was appreciated.

;?EW BUSINESS - proposed by Jim Stone "that the annual membership dues to the
    B.C.Branch of the Association be raised to $10.00 per year to be effect-

    ive January 1, 1985. The proposal was seconded by Jack Childs and after

    a short discussion the motion was accepted.

"FEW EXECUTIVE - Percy Darlington, chairman of the nominating committee, was

    then called on to propose the slate of officers for 1984@ Proposed and

    elected by acclamation;

                 President  -  Bill Remple

                 Sec Treas  ~  Jim Stone

                 Executive Committee -  Jack Childs      Keith MacGregor
                        John D'ougan    Bob Dudley     John Eggleston

    Our new President, Bill Remple, since there was no other business to attend

"o, adjourned the meeting and, I gather, entertained in his room until the

early hours of Sunday morning. When I saw him at breakfast next morning he

looked like he had been entertaining and on driving back to his Victoria des-

"-ination, demonstrated how well he had read Chesterton "the drunken road, the

rolling road, the road that we did tread, the night we went to Birmingham by

n-3,7 of Beachy Head". Substitute Seattle for Beachy Head and Victoria for Bir-

r-ingham and you will get some idea of the confused mind that was, with dif-

ficulty, changed and its owner coerced into making a "U turn" somewhere on the

^ :-jthbound highway to return north to find the road to Victoria.

                                                         Jim Stone



                                  ^^^^ICT                    CFB EDMONTON

                                                               LANCASTER PARK

             ^JhE.  Jlouai Sidmonion <^/\s,aLm@.ni

                                   (4 PPCLI)

ALL MEMBERS - 49th Bn The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association:

    As the present Commanding Officer, L Edmn R, one of the most difficult

problems that I face is sustaining the memory and the history of thousands of

"49ers" and "Loyal Eddies" that have passed through our ranks since the first

World War. The cease-fire at Mons was over 65 years ago - a lifetime. Last

summer marked the 40th  anniversary of the landings in Sicily, and even the

Korean conflict, which some of you took part in, has been over nearly 20 years.;

    There are only three basic ways to pass on our history: the official his- j

tory  "A City Goes To War"; personal contact; artifacts in a museum collectioni
    The official history is an excellent book. However, it was only able to fo-j

cus on the overall picture and we are not able to add to it without large ex- J

penditures of money. Personal contact is probably the best method of passing orj
information but this is limited to our ability to bring the "tellers" and the j

"listeners" together. Unfortunately, many of the "tellers" are already gone andj

it seems nearly each day brings word of yet another comrade passing on.       |

    The most effective form of showing our history to the greatest audience isJ
through physical artifacts properly labelled and displayed. We have a large   J

collection of articles already but there are enormous gaps in many areas. I amj

continuously dismayed by reports of items being lost, destroyed, given to com-J

mercial ventures, or just plain decaying in basements, attics and garages,    j
While we do not presently have a museum as such, we do have sufficient suitable

storage space and also the assistance of a former Assistant Curator of the Pro-j

vincial Museum willing to help in cataloguing and preserving items,           j
    I appeal to you to seriously consider donating any and all service items  jj

to our Regimental Museum Committee. This Committee is made up of representat- jj

ives of the past Commanding Officers, the present Militia Regiment and the
 Bn The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association. We are in need of articles of wearJj

medals, weapons, pictures, letters, souvenirs, etc. along with as much inform-g
 ation about each piece and the donor as possible,                             jj

     I realize that many of you are very attached to specific items. If you

 not yet prepared to part with articles, I would ask that you make provision
jour Will that they are to be donated to our Museum on your passing. If this g|

 is the case, I would further ask that you write to me now detailing what art- jj

 ides you have and will leave to the Museum so that we can at least maintain jj
 a catalogue of items still in existence and where they are being kept.       jjjj

     If you have any questions, doubts, or suggestions, please do not hesitateJj

 to contact me direct. If you know of any other former serving members, widow, JJ

 or surviving relative that might have such articles please either pass along Jj

 a copy of this letter or send me their name and address so that I can corre- Jj

 spond direct.                          .                                    g
                      Yours in Comradeship,    C/^TL^sk^ ki@f             @S

                                                 (G.G.Marshall)               l|

                                                 Commanding Officer          ||



@@@@@   FRONT LINE VISITORS   @@@@21
                                      by

                        Edgar J. Bailey  H/Major

    There has always been a fascination about being in the front lines in a

war that seems to appeal to those who do not have to be there. It makes them

 feel good, I guess, when they are able to tell their staff back at the office

that they have just come back from a trip to the scene of all the action. I

remember a few stories about some well known people who fit into this role.

They wanted to visit the troops in the front lines just after the battle fcr

 Ortona for instance. Permission, naturally, had been denied for the visit by

 HQ officials.

                         xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

     First, a small amusing story from World War I having to do with some of

 the war "profiteers" selling ammunition and who had bribed their way to the

 front just to be able to say they had been there. The last four miles of this

 particular trip in was over mud and had to be done over a single wooden plank

 that had been laid down all the way to the front to make it easier walking.

 Everyone had to proceed in single file and at the head of the line leading
 them'in was a sergeant. Any messages from the sergeant were passed on down

 the single line in a. whisper and before too long the last man in the line be-

 came frustrated by this procedure. He finally sent a message forward inquiring

 as to how far ahead were the enemy and before long the whispered message came

 back that there was still two miles to go. Getting angry at having been told

 this he shouted, "What the hell are we whispering for?" An answer came slowly

 back from the sergeant, "I've got laryngitis".

                         xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

     Many of you will remember our first Commanding Officer, LGol "Bill" Still-

 man. The Colonel had raised our Regiment in 1939 and brought us overseas in

 1939 aboard the Polish liner "Batory". He had been sent to a rear echelon po-

 sition early on in the war for reasons of age and I believe he had been posted

 to the Regimental Accounts Branch. The Colonel had come to Italy presumably on

 business and since his one great love was our Regiment before too long he had

 paid us a visit. He wanted very much to visit with the men in the front lines.

 The Commanding Officer at that time had no alternative but to refuse this re-

 quest,, It was beyond his power to grant something such as that since the Col-

 onel was too valuable a man to be taking this sort of a chance. Knowing that

 the padres had a roving commission to travel around almost as they pleased in

 the line of their duty. Colonel Stillman approached me and asked if I would

 n-ind taking him as dose to the front as possible for a short visit with the

 soldiers.
     With some reluctance I agreed to take him and without too many being aware

 of what we were doing I got hold of a jeep and headed for the front lines. The

 Regiment had now taken over Ortona, the line was continually moving and the

 action was quite close,,
     As we neared the front I spotted a Provost on duty. He seemed to be one of

 -.nose who was directing the traffic so I inquired of him where the front line

 might be at that particular time. He told me it was over near a small airport

 and he pointed in the general direction of where it might be. So we moved on
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 in the general direction in which the MP had told us to go and before too long

 Wt^ came to a small airport. Everything seemed very quiet around there so we

 drove on to the main runway and headed right down the middle just as large as

 life. All of a sudden a hail of machine gun bullets all around uso We had that

 jeep turned around in one awful hurry and "flew" back down the runway fast

 enough that we could have almost taken of to There was a small hanger there

that we managed to get behind so that we could gather ourselves together. I

asked the Colonel, "Do you want to go on and see if we can f-ind the Regiment

while they are in action?" The reply was, "I guess there's no need to take any

more foolish chances, let's head back to your base". This we did.

    Following the war and back in Edmonton the Colonel thanked me again and

 said, "It's good to know that even for a few minutes I was able to share the

dangers of the front line".

                        xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    Another time whilst we were still in Italy, "Father Mike" paid us a visit.

As'most of you are aware Father O'Neill was our first padre having gone over-

seas with us in 1939@ Later on he became the Senior Roman Catholic Chaplain

overseas and then following the war rose to be the Bishop of Regina.

    "Father Mike" on this visit to Italy was very anxious to meet with some of

the troops in the front line but of course it was considered too dangerous for

him to be doing such a thing and it was certainly beyond his scope of duties.

Certainly losing the life of a Canadian HQ Officer in an uncalled for trip was

considered unnecessary. Padre O'Neill came to me, probably as a last resort,

and told me his story and then asked if I would take him on a trip on the.

quiet. At that particular time our unit was in a holding position so that our

troops were not all that active. "Mike" had a splendid visit with many of the

men and they in turn were very pleased to meet up with him again.

    Everything went very smoothly, no shells of any kind from either side. It

went so well, as a matter of fact, that "Father Mike" asked if I would escort

him to the Princess Pat position, he would like very much to have a short

visit with LCd Wa.re, then Officer Commanding and a very good friend of the

padre. The Pats were positioned over to the left of our Regiment and the one

great difficulty in getting there was that we would have to travel, over a

very exposed piece of road and in full view of the enemy. The road was also

very dusty,, if you went fast you would raise clouds of dust and if you went

too slowly you were a moving target. Father O'Neill said, "Let's go", so I

stepped on the gas and away we went. We raised clouds of dust and sure enough

down came the shells on the entire area.

    We arrived at our destination in one piece and Mike had his visit with

Cclonel Ware. Unfortunately everything did not go as well with the troops

since with the shelling there were casualties and what should have been a

friendly visit turned out to be a rough time, mainly with the Pats.

                        xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

    This short story concerns the Canadian Press Corps which was ever present

and quite often "in the way" in their search for a good story for their paper,

For some time they weren't all that far away from us and I saw them often

enough that I became their 'unofficial Padre'. There were such well known
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writers there as Matt Halton, Ross Munro, Greg Clarke, Peter Stursberg, Doug

Ameron and another was Bill Boss.
    The war correspondents were not all that popular in the front lines. In

their search for material the stories sometimes became quite different than

the actual happenings. Many a time I dropped in on them to check on how they

were making out. The big complaint was that they were not given permission to

visit at the front lines fcr their stories. Rather they had to depend entirely

on anything they might pick up from the wounded soldier that was being evacuat-

ed to a field hospital or from someone that was coming back to the lines from

a short rest. In an attempt to give them some help I spoke to our Commanding

Officer and asked him if it would be possible for me to bring one of them up

near the front, and let him have a look around. This would give us an. idea of
how it "might work out if done on a regular basis. The CO thought the idea a

good one just as long as the correspondent didn't come buzzing around HQ

bothering everyone during an action period.
    Bill Boss was the one chosen to make the visit and for him it started out

well since I remember the action was hot and heavy on our way up. We drove up

to near the front and I dropped him off at a small farm house where there was

a platoon of men plus an 0 Pip Officer. Then I went on up further to where

the RAP was located and I could check, on any casualties that might be there.

    Some time later, probably a couple of hours later, I came back to the

house to pick Boss up and take him back to his camp. He was quite white and

a bit shaken up. While I had been gone. a delayed action shell had come along

and it had passed right through two of the walls of the room he was in and

had exploded when it landed outside. Fortunately the explosion didn't injure

 anyone.and in the meantime Bill got himself a story of what it was like to be

 near the front lines.
     From this experience we were able to arrange more visits with the journal-

 ists and as a result better and more factual stories came out as the weeks

 passed by.
     At the time of this trip Bill Boss carried a full beard. He was a very fine

 amateur musician and a bit later on he was invited to conduct the Rome Symphony

 Orchestra in one of their numbers. They were presenting a concert for the troops

 at the time. The night previous to the concert some of his friends had cut off

 the beard on one side of his face and he therefore found it necessary to remove

 the other half. When he arrived at the concert hall no one recognized him so he

 had to re-introduce himself and let them know he was there to conduct the or-

 chestra as previously arranged,

                         FORTYNINER     1985

     Material is urgently required for your next issue of the Fortyniner, for

 that matter for future issues of the magazine. We can use stories, photos,

  anything printable. Items that may be used in the "Wandering Boy" are very

 welcome. Pictures sent in should not be so large that one photo covers a
  whole page and make certain that you have your name on it and also let us

  know whether you wish to get it back or whether it should go to our museum

  collection. If you have an approximate date, location, names of those shown,

  so much the better.
      Of the close to 50 veterans listed in the Last Post of this issue approx-

  imately 20 of them were members of our Association. Should you know of any

  member recently deceased - we would appreciate a short history of the member,
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ANV  OTHER  SHORT  STORIES

ART COLBECK, Calgary - sends in his annual dues plus a bit more for the mag-

     azine and also mentions that he wasn't able to make the Banquet(again).
     "I spent a good 2^ months in Britain the summer of '83 and covered, all

     the south coast from Eastbourne to Cornwall - plus a week on the Isle of

     Wight. Eastbourne to Shoreham is quite different from when we were there

     but the dock tower in Brighton is still the same. The Regent is a Boots
     Chemist Store, the "bucket of blood" in Southwick is still a 'dance hall

     but hs.sn't got quite the same atmosphere as it had in the early '40s.      :

     Southwick Green looks much the same. How well I remember when good old    I

     "C" Company used to play softball there,                                  ;

     I trust you had a good winter re-union and I'll get there soon.            -

                                                                                  @i
RALPH PAULSEN - Dartmouth, Nova Scotia - writes to let us know that he is     I

     enjoying his newly acquired retired life and plenty of travel is involved.|

     He advises that in photos shown on page 28, issue ^86, 1983 Fortyniner,   I
     the one member shown as Doug Lency should be Doug Lenny and the member    |

     shown next to Charlie Bjork listed as "not known" is Nash - first name    |
     not remembered. Ralph sends his regards to all.                           j

TED WADE - Smoky Lake, Alta. - who not too long ago had both his knees op-    I

     erated on and replaced with knees made of plastic sent. in his dues and,   I
     "My knees work perfectly and I can now walk without the use of a wheel    |

     chair or a cane." Best of luck to Ted who has not been able to get 'around |
    freely for a number of years.                                             |

STAN BATH - Wainwright, Alta. - apologizes for not being able to get in to    S

    our last 'midwinter' banquet due to the 'flu bug.                         ft

JAMES BURNDRED - Calgary, Alta. - a new member of our Association since our   1|

    summer "83 picnic, writes tc thank us for the excellent time he had at    |

    our picnic, also lets us know he now enjoys getting the Fortyniner.       H

PETE TURNER - Edmonton, Alta. - let's us know that he had a short stay in a   @

    local hospital last February but is now out and about again,              j

DAVE PETRIE - Sidney, B.C. - dropped us a line to advise us that he got him- N

    self and Len DAWES home safely from their trip to our January Banquet,    j
    They enjoyed themselves immensely but Dave 'is inclined to think that they ^

    are now at that age where they no longer enjoy walking in the snow. We   S

    enjoyed having them at our Banquet and trust that such a little thing as @|

    snow will not keep them away in the future c                              I||
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REG WATTS - Barrhead, Alta. - along with his annual dues sends along a few

    words to confirm that he is now in his 92 year, is in good health and

    still able to lock after himself in his own home. Reg sends along also

    his support for the Prince of Wales Armoury to be kept as a military

    building. "I was one of the men that was discharged there in 1919.1 also

    enjoyed seeing the picture of Frank Wells in the last issue of the Forty-

    niner, ^86, Frank was one of my old runner pals. I often wonder how we

    managed to come out alive, carrying those dispatches whenever a phone

    line got knocked out. For myself, I only missed a couple of trips in dur-

    ing all the time I was over there. Yes, I'm one of the boys of the best

    Regiment in all of Canada, the good old 49th Edmonton Regimento"

LEO COTY - Edmonton, Alta. - Sorry. I was in hospital last winter and was

    not able to attend the banquet.. Am well now, however, and my regards to

    everyone.

LEO LAMARCHE, "Frenchy", - Edmonton, Alta. - I'm unable to be at your annual

    banquet. So far I've been fortunate enough to be able to spend Christmas

     and New Years with my family, then I'm able to take off for Hawaii for

    the remainder of the winter where I can sit in the shade of the palm

    trees sipping the odd drink. I got my last magazine OK, the only comment

    I have to make, other than it was an excellent issue, is that the photo

    you show with Joe Decoine's name on it, page 43, is a photo of me and

    not Joe,, I don't mind - Joe Decoine might object.

KEN ROOTES - Edmonton - another one that is not able to come to our winter

    reunions. "I'll be spending January 1 to April in Hawaii."

HOWARD SHANTZ - Edmonton - Sorry that I haven't been able to attend the past

    few January reunions. I and my better half have managed to spend our

    winter days in Meza, Arizona - on the same street as DAVE BURNS and BEN

    WHITMORE. If any of you are down. that way give us a ring, I'm listed in

    the phone book. It's tough to be 701"

H.D.P."Pa.t" TIGHE - Ottawa - "My dues are enclosed. Thank you for the issue

    of the Fortyniner. I have read the magazine with great interest and it

    brings back many memories of our landings in Sicily and Italy.'"

3HIERLAW BURRY - Fallis, Alta, - your summer reunion, 1983s was a dandy. It's

    wonderful the bond that exists between all the members over all of these

    years. I was especially pleased to meet up again with HAL VARTY at the

    picnic, enjoyed buying him a meal. The Fortyniner keeps on being enjoy-

    able to read and to keep.

SID JAMES - Killam, Alta. - I couldn't make the picnic in Grande Prairie this

     summer(l984). Hope you all had a good time along with good weather. I'll

    be leaving for the "deep south" sometime in October so I will probably

    miss the January reunion again.

RAY MADORE - Barrie, Ont. - very pleased to have received the Fcrtyniner. "I'll

    be out to one of the reunions any day now. Otherwise regards to everyone,."
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ERSKIN LARK.IN - Qualicum Beach, B.C. - now in the vicinity of 70 years of age  j

    is enjoying his retired life. Via the "grape vine" it is learned that he   @

    enjoys his fishing to the utmost. Whether he catches anything or not we    |
    weren't able to find out but if you are ever that way it might be worth    J

    checking out.                                                              j

AL BAKER - Gibbons, Alta. - is able to get around to most all of our reunions, j

    the ones in B.C. as well as here in Alberta. "I thoroughly enjoyed the     |

    picnic held this summer in Grands Prairie. It's the first time I've ever   |

    been in that part of the country." Al sends along a substantial donation   j

    to "help print the Fortyniner". Thanks Al. Our thanks to Al also for send- j

    ing us the "obits" for Cave Starling and Art Demaris.                      j

                                                                                   la

JOHN HARRIS - Nanaimo, B.C. - LCcl(ret) - "I was deeply touched having read    |

    the article in our last Fortyniner (1983 issue) concerning Private Elmer   |

    Johnson. It was my privilege to be in command of #17 Platoon at the time   J

     of the incident which resulted in Pte Johnson's death, and if I am con-     j

    tacted by Rick Johnson, the author of the story, I would endeavour to      jj

     provide any further information concerning the episode that I am able to.  |

JACK CHILDS - Victoria, B.C. - let's us know that he and his good wife Doris   j

    will be going back to visit and travel in England for the month of Oct-    |

     ober, '84. Jack lets us know that JIM WATSON ("A" Coy) is now confined to  J

     hospital having a problem with his back.                                   |

SOME OF THE NEW MEMBERS DURING THE YEAR - Each year we are pleased to welcome  |

     to our membership 49ers who have been out of contact with us for a good    j

     many years, this year has been no different: BILL FORESTER, Peace River,   J

     Bill went overseas with the Regiment in 1939 as a Corporal, later became   j
     CSM of Support Company. Bill turned up at our Grande Prairie picnic this   |

     past summer; DON THOMSON, M105954, Grande Prairie; ART COWAN, Edmonton,    J

     from C Company and his Platoon Sergeant was "Robbie" Robertson; H.L."Cubby"j
     PETERS, a resident of Calgary; E.G.Edey, M 17193, living in Kelowna, B.C.; J

     R.R.Morgan, M 8198, Sexsmith, Alta.; J. Smith, M 16543, Athabasca, Alta.;  J

     JIM SPENCER, Paradise Valley, Alta.; Alt Newstead, Maidstone, Sask.; Jack  j

     FURNELL, Lady smith, B.C.                                                   J

                                                                                   I
 MOVED - these members have moved to new "digs" in the last year or so; JOE    |

     POIRIER, now in an apartment in Edmonton; ELY YEZ, living "beside the      |

     water" at Alberta Beach, Alta.; BEN WHITMORE, now residing in Kenton, Man.;|

     R.J.KIRKNESS, Maple Ridge, B.C.; JOE DUSSEAULT, who we haven't seen at a  j
     reunion, has now moved from the "north country" to St.Albert, Alta.; TED  J

     JAMES and GEOFF WRIGHT, now are living in the new Legion Seniors Building, |

     on Edmonton's south side; JIM BOTSFORD, now living in the west end of Ed- j

     montcn; SID FRY, moved to Victoria, B.C.; JACK ROSSER, now in Kelowna, BCc j

     BARRY FERGUSON, has a new address inEdmcnton, Alta,ALEX MATHESON, now of  |

     Sunset Manor, Hinton, Alta.; BERT CAMIRE(WW I), now in the same building,  g

     the Ottewell Lodge, as 'VINO' SMITH; EARL DICK, recently located in Parks- j

     ville, B.C., VERNE McCOY, now moved to an apartment from his own home,     j

     still living in Duncan, B.C.                                               j
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    Short notes have been received from these members letting us know that

all is well, their dues are enclosed and in some cases there is a bit extra

for the magazine: - CLIFF GATES, Edmonton; HOWARD BECKER, Calgary; DAVE BOYER,
3algary; BOB PROWD, Grande Prairie; GEORGE MILLER, Grande Prairie; VIC MEW,  t
Edmonton; WALLY DAVIES, Calgary; KEN COUPLAND, Golden, B.C.; "SPRINGY" SPRINGE-

STEEL, Thorsby, Alta; ALEX GILCHRIST, Lethbridge; GUS SGHAMEHORN, Notikewi.n, l

Alta., who at the time of writing had just been discharged frcm an Edmonton

hospital; TOM HIDSON, Winnipeg; "Whitey" EDWARDS, Regina, militia battalion

member from 1959 to 1972 and acquainted with many of the WW II Association mem-

bers; JOE KUMKA, Winnipeg; OWEN MOSES, Edmonton; JOE GHENGER, Lethbridge, who

almost made it to the Grande Prairie Summer Picnic; JIM MULVEY, Santa Rosa,

Calif; VIC LAWRENCE, Rycroft; AL CANTIN, Calif.

    There are also little bits of gossip picked up here and there during the

past year:
    From the Legion Magazine, issue of March, 1984, we note that: METRO TOMA
    and GEORGE RCSS (both residing at the Mewburn Vets' Home, Edmonton) now

    have their forty year pins; STAN BLOMBERG, MIKE TREMBLAY(now deceased),

    "Frenchy" LAMARCHE and ALEX BOLINSKI, their thirty five year pins; DOUG

    TURNER and ROGER DUPUIS, twenty five year pins. Also Certificates of

    Appreciation have been presented to JACK BIRMINGHAM, W.D."Bill" SMITH,

    BILL CRAIG, MELVIN LUND, ANDY DAHL and HARVEY FARRELL, these certificates

    are for the large amount of volunteer work done for the Legion over the

    many years since the end of WW II.

    In March, 1984, BILL CRAIG and Mrs. Craig celebrated their 50th wedding

     anniversary and the Association wishes them many more. It seems as though

    it is only a year or two since Bill used to win the prize for having the

     'youngest' at our annual picnic held each year at Gamp Harris, and year

     after year, after year,.

     DAVID GAULTER is President of the Pioneer Branch ^144, Legion, Thorsby.

     Seen at the Grande Prairie Picnic, Summer '84, PAT IRELAND, High Prairie,

     who had had an operation on one of his hips and was doing very well.

     BILL PURVES, Hythe - had fallen and managed to break a leg but was now

     recovering. He was seen to be operating with the help of a cane, was

     drinking only coffee.
     JOE TURIONS - High Prairie - reported to have received a Master Farmers

     award for 1984, Congratulations to the "Turk".

The Korean War was the only war in which Canadians took part in as regular

     soldiers. The. first Canadian battalion that fought there had a song that

     went:        "We're untrained bums, we're from the slums,

                   We're Big Jim Stone's Patricias."

                              INFORMATION REQUIRED

Private Robert J. GRIER, C-120663, a member of C Company, #13 Platoon, was

 killed in action in Italy, on October 18, 1944, at the Piscatello River Cross-

 ing. The family of Pte Grier is very interested in obtaining any information

 that you have, pictures, anything at all, concerning this soldier. Please

        contact your Association at Box 501 in Edmonton.



10349 WHYTE AVE.

Colonel Griesbach,

 Somewhere in France.

-j349 WHYTE AVE.         PH YSICIANS P R @ 5 CRIPTIONS OUR SPEC/A,

 EDMONTON SOUTH, ALTA. _I?@:LesbsiL-_5_/lj6_____ 191,

Dear Sir:-
    1 am sending you today a gross of small boxes of Sabadilla Powder done up

in three parcels, which I trust you will be good enough to distribute amongst

our boys in a manner that will do the greatest good to the greatest number.

    I hope you have never had occasion to know that this stuff is used almost

exclusively for "gray-backs", and as different Edmonton boys have sent to me

for small packages I concluded it would be very acceptable. If it suggests

you are a "lousy" bunch please take it the right way.

    I hope it will help the boys a little making them more comfortable, and

at the same time allow them to devote their undivided attention to the other

"vermin" across the way.
    With the hope that you and your command, who are helping to make it pos-

sible for us old stiffs at home to live in domparative comfort, will enjoy

the festive season. If enjoyment under your circumstances were possible.

                                           I am Sir,

                                                      Yours  respectfully

                                                            "Frank Gowles"

IN REPLY:
                                    49TH CANADIAN BN(EDMONTON REGIMENT)

Mr. Frank Cowles                                      January l6th, 1917

Edmonton South, Alta., Canada.                              A.10/131

Dear Mr. Cowles,
    I have your letter of the 5th December. I have caused inquiry to be made,;

and find that the Insect Powder to which you refer has not yet come to hand. |

Speaking quite confidentially, I think I might say that we shall be able to  |
make use of it. As a matter of fact, no gentleman ever gets lousy, but he   . I

likes to keep such stuff on hand to give to his friends. I remember during   |

the South African campaign, Alex MacAuley was the first man to admit that he |
had any insects on him. It was almost three days before any one would assoc- |
iate with him. I also remember the name of the only man in my regiment who   j

ultimately contended that he was not lousy. He was almost as great a curious-!

ity at the last as Alee was at the first,                                    j
                                             Believe me,                       j

                                                          Yours faithfully    |

                                               - unsigned -     Lieut-Golonel, |

                                    Cmdg. 49TH CANADIAN BN (EDMONTON REGT)     |
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This is installment number three of a

 series of letters which we began

  printing in our 1982 Fortyniner issue.

  For those who are not familiar with

  the letters, this bit of information

  is for you.

I   John(Jack) Snyder was a member of

1   our 49th Bn in WAT I and during his

|   stay overseas wrote many letters

!   home and in this ease to his sister

    Stella and her husband Will.

    These letters were kept by Stella

    and after many years were turned

    over to one of their daughters,

    Peggy, who has now turned them over

|   to our Association for permanent

[safekeeping in our Museum.
    John Snyder, at about age 21 and

    married to Evelyn, joined the 194th
;,   Battalion in 1916. Having proceeded

I   overseas he joined up with the 49th
I   Bn in France, in March, 1917. These

|   letters. Army censored, give an ex-

|   cellent account of his time spent

||i   with the Battalion in and out of

I   the trenches.

            AND
CANADIAN WAR CONTINGENT

        ASSOCIATION

  WITH THE CANADIAN FOXCEg

^̂

Dear Stella,
    Received your letter of Nov 2nd last night and it sure was a big one.

    Say, you sure can hand out some little old sermon now can't you. Don't

worry, there's no danger of me running into anything of the kind you are

thinking of. We sure did have some great old sessions at the time I wrote

those letters but it ended there and I've only had about four drinks in the

last two weeks. Of course I had had some most paralysing "old stews on" but

it's only once in a long time and it never worries me between times. "Dad"

Stevens is absolutely rotten with booze and so can^ keep away from it. So

cheer up, I'm not gone to the dickens altogether so there's hopes for me yet.

    Yes, I made up that piece of poetry myself but I forgot where it went to

though I had a hunch I sent it to you. The time I wrote those letters things



were rath@r dim and hard to remember. I hope you hang on to it because I'd

like to have it when I get home again.

    Now about those socks. It is quite true that socks are issued here some-

times plenty of them and sometimes very few and far apart so that a couple of

extra pair in a kit comes in very handy at times. Again when we go for a bath

socks are turned in dirty and another pair is issued clean. That's the reason

why it is not advisable to send home-knit or very good socks here as they can

only be worn until dirty and then turned in. So a cheap pair are just as use-

ful as an extra good pair and not nearly as expensive.

    Yes I got your parcel of candy O.K. as soon as I came out of the big Pas-

chendale scrap and it sure did go down good.

    An officer's batman is a sort of a servant. Cleans his boots and equip-

ment and generally makes himself useful in looking after his officer.

    Some class to you with your swell kicks etc. And I sure do want to get a

picture of you and Will. There are so many of the boya who sort of know you

by letter and parcel that they want to see what that sister of mine does look

like @
    I haven't received the cake you spoke of but parcels are nearly always

about two days behind so I'm looking for it either today or tomorrow.

    Well, I guess this is about all for now. I'll write again soon. Don't

worry" about that trouble you wrote about. There isn't the slightest possibil-

ity of me ever turning into another "Stevens"o Only a fellow feels like tear-

ing things wide open once in awhile to relieve his feelings.

    Bye bye for now. Give my love to Betty and May if you get a chance,

                                             Your loving bro.

                                                         Jack

                                        France, Jan 10thA918|

Dear Stella,|
    "Good ole' France". Who said we wanted to stay in London anyhow.|
    Just lit back in camp last night and wont be going up to the line for|

'awhile yet so will have a chance to rest up after my strenuous trip to Blighty@|

    I've got umpteen letters to answer as my mail was stored up 'till I'd get|
back. I think I got 19 letters all told and three parcels. Yours of the milk,|

etc. and one from Flora and one from Mother Hill.|

   Thanks for the stuff and the Jack C's(?). They will come in handy.|

    I haven't had a chance to see either the 44th or the 46th yet but may soon..|
    Thanks for the clipping from the Journal. Some class getting that much|

space in our one and only Edmonton Journal. It's too bad they didn't get it|

just right tho;|
    I. can't write very well here, I'll try and finish this in the morning.J

  . Jan 11 - This is sure some day. It's been raining most all morning and|
everything is nice and juicy by now. We've had about three weeks hard frostjj

but a. sudden thaw and you know the usual result.J

    I sure had a good time in Blighty tho'2 I ran into Clement Shroeter andJ
spent the last few days of my leave at his mother^s place in London. They|

certainly gave me a good time. Lots of young folks and I was to a dance Sat-J

urday night and they put on a party for me on Sunday so I met a lot of nice|
folks. I'll know what to do the next time I get a pass.|



    This was payday again so we're all fueling good again and I expect the

troops will be hitting the high spots tonight.
    We'll be having another rest pretty soon now so you can see we are having

it a lot easier- than last winter.
    No  our big fight I told you about took place near Ypres, not Lens. I've

got over most of the effect of that one but these kinds of things are never

forgotten. Especially when a fellow loses nearly all his friends.

    Well, Stella, I guess this is all for now. I'll write again soon.

                                               Your loving brother,

                                                             Jack.

                                                  France, March 1st, 1918

Dear Stella,
    I received your letter of Jan 23rd and was very glad to get it.

    Sorry my letters I wrote while on leave didn't suit you. Cheer up, the

females of London haven'b done me any harm anyhow.
    Sorry to hear about Betty. I expect it's her you mean. That's pretty bad

and very few get rid of it very easily. Another case of "damaged goods" I

suppose.
    So Hilliard is working in town now. Probably that's why he hasn't written

for a long time.
    Wish I could go for a skate somewhere. It's snowing here today to beat

four of a kind but it is melting as it comes down and the ground is in an aw-

ful mess.
    I heard from both Flora and Gertie yesterday, also a letter from Vina and

one from Evelyn. That's not so worse for one day. Vina told me about a farewell

dance they had for the mailman and a collection of $50 and a gold watch.. Poor

man I He had to go to war. That sort of thing makes me sore all over. The young

fellows from all around Cooking Lake and Tofield got up and enlisted in 1915,

most of them, and all went voluntarily and then this bomb-proof guy sticks

around till he can't stay any longer and when they finally grab him by con-

scription what do they do? Get up a farewell dance and present him with a

purse of $50 and a wrist watch. Pretty soft. What did the boys get who went

overseas in 1916 and 1917? Folks said they were a bunch of damn fools and I

suppose they thought it good riddance. Then they give a dirty conscript all

sorts of things. It makes me sick. They should have pinned a white feather in

his hat and kicked him out of the country.
     Never mind, I don't envy any of the first draft of conscripts, the time

they will have when they land in different battalions over here. A conscript's

life is going to be a pretty lonely one, believe me, for a few months.

     What's the matter with Vina and Kate and Walter now? You say the usual

things. In what way. Work and horses and hours, or "other things".

    Well, bye bye for now. I'll write again soon.

                                                  Lovingly,   Jack

                                            France, April 6th, 1918.

 Dear Stella,
     I haven't had a chance to write since the last letter so if this one is a



little overdue you'll know I couldn't help it.

    I've been on the move up from the Base for nearly a week and have just now

settled down hare long enough to get paid and write a couple of letters and

then I'm off for the line again, with the best of lucko

    We had a great time coming up on the train. Nearly 40 of us in a small box

car and all as happy as the birds in May.

    I'm not sorry to be back at the Battalion again tho', because we were

knocked around here and there at the base, always a fall in now and then and

have another roll call and all the time practically nothing to eat but biscuits

and a little jam and a lot of bully beef.                                       ,

    However, I'm back amongst the mud and shells and not exactly sorry because |

I'm used to it and a fellow doesn't get bothered nearly as much as when you're  ;

moving.
    Moving in this place puts me in mind of spring house cleaning. You are al-

ways in everyone's way and everyone is sending you somewhere else and it's
lots  worse standing around waiting for orders than it is going anyplace.      I

    Well, bye bye for now, Stella. I'll write again as soon as I get a chance. |

It may be a few days and it may be a couple of weeks, so don't get sore if you |

don't hear from me soon.                                                       j
    Lots of love to the kids and remember me to Will.                          I

                                                                                   j                                                Your loving brother. Jack        |

    P.S. Got your parcel a few minutes ago. Thanks for it.                     |

             Haven't opened it yet but I will write more later,, Jack.           |

                                               France, April 25th, 1918.         |

Dear Stella,                                                                    j
    Just got an old letter from you that was on the way for a long time.       j

    I remember the letter you speak about. It was just one page full of a      I

bawling out, I suppose I deserved it but it often gets my goat trying to write jj
anything like a letter. Glad you have changed your mind, tho'.                 |

    Yes, I got your Christmas  oake and the sox away back in Dscember before I ||

went on leave. I know I wrote and thanked you because I always do. Maybe you  j|

never got that particular letter tho1,                                         |j

    No, a Military Medal is not a'DCM. There are lots of MMs handed out but    ||

very few DCMs. A Military Medal is just a simple bronze and silver medal about }
as big as a silver dollar and is engraved with an inscription, "For Bravery in @
the Field". Glad to hear Albert got his. They are coveted tho' most fellows   j|J

will tell you they are so common they come up with the rations. Still you     1|

never hear of any man who is not proud of his.                                jJ

    I was recommended for one at Paschendale but the recommendation was all I g

ever got as there weren't enough to go around,                                ja
    Oh believe me, there's nobody wants me to get back where I can dance more j@|j

than I do myself. And so far as getting hit in the legs goes, I'm not part-   jj

icular where I get it so long as I can make Canada from it.                   JJ

    Well, bye for now. I'll write again soon.                                 Jl

                                                 Your loving brother,           |||

                                                             Jack                yJ.
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                                                    France, duly 9th, 1918

Dear Stella,
     I guess you will be thinking that I have either forgotten you or else I

would be dead by this time. It's a long time since I wrote, surely, but I can
explain my silence so I guess I will be alright.

     Right after I wrote last we moved and were on the hop a couple of days and
then went up the line before we had time to settle down anywhere.

     I wrote a long letter to Evelyn from the trenches and intended writing to .
you the day following but when I woke up next morning I had a headache and
pains in my eyes and my joints were all sore and in various other ways. I then
realized I had the Spanish flu.

     Everyone is getting it or was getting it about that time so of course I
 had to take my turn also,

     Well, to cut a long story short I came out of the trenches to a place where
they brought all the sick men and I was sick enough for a couple of days. Then
when I was around again I found there wasn't a Y.M. within miles of us and no
 canteens or French shops so I put off writing for the simple reason that I
 couldn't get paper or materials for love or money. A few days ago or rather day
 before yesterday the Y.M. opened up here but last night I was all in having
 just finished a whole day's trench digging therefore I didn't feel like writing.
 That brings us to this morning and so here I am sitting down to write, with the
 knowledge that I have at least one thousand letters all shouting for an answer.
Yours is the first because I haven't written for two weeks and Evelyn comes
 next as it's over a week since I wrote to her and after that the others will
 come as I happen to pick them up.

     Thanks for the news from the Lake(Cooking Lake, the homestead). I didn't
 know many they spoke of but I expect there will often be people I know spoken
 of and anyhow I like reading it just because it's about our one and only Cook-

 ing Lake.
     Yes, I k-now about the soldiers farm loan but I haven't thought it over or

 made any plans because I may take up a homestead over here yet and then all the
 loans in the world wont be of much use to me.

     They give you a free grant of land here too, and put a fence around it and
 a little white cross at one end if you're lucky and they find enough of you to
 bury. Of course sometimes accidents do happen and a 5.9 spreads fellows all
 over the place. In that case they put you up in a sand bag if they can find
 enough to pick up.

     So you see I'm not losing any sleep over the question of what I'll do with
 the money if I do get a loan. Time enough when I am on my way back.

     I expect the part of a letter that was censored that day was the place
 where I told you the day we moved on or something like that. I expect I said
 "we landed here last night" or some such thing and as the letter was dated
 that would be sort of conveying intelligence if the letter fell into the hands .
 of a submarine crew,

     No I didn't know Walter Barnes had a youngster nor Sid Edwards either for
 that matter. I never get any news of the Lake except what you send.

     I haven't got the parcels yet but it's only a month since they were sent
 so I will be expecting them either tonight or tomorrow as that is the Canadian

 mail day.
     I'm just as satisfied that we can't change places for an hour or two as

 you suggest. For one thing I can hear an odd naval shell dropping somewhere



out between us and the trenches and that might not agree with your peace of

mind. For another, I'd sooner stay here for the duration and then go back for

good than be transplanted there for a couple of hours and then come away

again, (There goes another 5.9, or rather it just arrived out in front some-

where. There's another)

    You tell Will for me to stay where he is and be darn glad he is allowed

to. There's nothing to see in this country now except ruins and shell holes

anyhow. There's Fritz shelling one of our aeroplanes now and as usual not

coming within a mile of it.
    Well, I guess this is all for now. I'm writing this in the Y.M. tent and

the phonograph is busy playing "Ireland Must Be Heaven". While I've been

writing this letter I've counted over a dozen or fifteen shells that I heard

burst out in front. There's one now. None come our way but I can hear them

coming and bursting every little while. I can hear Fritz's anti-aircraft

shells bursting away up in the sky somewhere.
    She sure is one life and as long as we're here (another 5.9) and I don't

have to work, I should worry.

                                              Your loving brother,

                                                            Jack

                                                      France, July 15th, 1918.

Dear Stell and Will,
    It's not a week since I wrote my last but I have no particular busin-

ess this morning to transact so I've a few hours to kill somehow,

    I got your letter of June 21 a few days ago so I can answer it anyhow.

     Cheer up, you wish I could see that house of yours. Of course I'll see

it and maybe it wont be very long from now either. According to that geezer

you write about, the war will be over in October and that's only a few more

months.
    What Battalion is George Noble in and what Company? If I knew that I'd

be able to see him sometime.
    You should not be disappointed when my letters don^, come thru regularly

because lots of times I can't write for over a week at a stretch.

    Did I tell you about our little trip over the top up here awhile ago? I
think I told you about it in a letter that I sent to 96t.:i Street by mistake,

Well, I'll tell you some more anyhow.
     Zero hours was 11:45@ That means that at 11:45 the barrage opened up and

the boys crawled over. This was night time, remember, not day lighto Well we

were all crouched in the jumping off trench waiting for the artillery to

start something. We had just got settled when they sure did start,

    Now a creeping barrage is a lovely thing to read about and to read how

the boys followed up the barrage to the enemies trenches and all that guff

but doing it is different. In the first place a barrage is made up of whi?;-

bangs, a very small shell that goes almost straight and with the speed of a

bullet. Well, these shells were bursting in his front line and the idea was

to get as close as possible to the enemies line without getting in wrong

with said whiz-bangs. Then just as soon as the guns raised the range and

started pounding his second line the boys all tumbled into the first line to

clean up anything that was left. A few Fritzes killed by shells, about a doz-

en prisoners and a machine gun were the reward of our troubles to say nothing
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 about several dozens that tried to get away and never made the grade.

     There was not time to think about anything. If anyone was to ask me what

 I was thinking about, I couldn't tell them. It was dark to begin with, then

'there .was the smoke and fumes from our own shells and Fritzs1 which had start-
 ed dropping around by this time. Then there was the mud and dust thrown up by'

 the shells and fellows going steadily ahead at a walk, wounded being brought

 out and everything so noisy that you couldn't hear yourself think.
     At 1:45 AM the recall was sent up(a rocket) and everyone came back however

 they happened to be formed up,, We withdrew and left the others to hold the line

 while we went back to our different dives to rest up.

     The raid was over. Now, for the good it did.

     When we first went over the trenches were alive with Germans and when our

 relief went over awhile after they met very little resistance. Why? Because we

 showed him what we could do and that was lots for him. He beat it before we had

 a chance to repeat the dose and took up a position farther back. That's the way

 it goes. The Allies drive the Germans out of some part of a trench or perhaps

 3ut of several trenches or maybe a mile front or more and the German newspapers

 daim their brave soldiers retired to a stronger position because the defences

 "hey had been holding were weak.

     We have Fritz forty ways and he knows it but it's going to be the3 food pos-

 ition and the submarine menace that will decide this war if it lasts very much

 longer.

     Well, bye-bye for now. Love to everybody that wants any of it.

                                                  Your loving bro@

                                                            Jack

France, August 12th/18
sar Stella,

    Well we've just been thru a real, old-fashioned, open warfare battle and

celieve me she was a bear.

    I was on a machine gun crew, number two on the gun, for the trip and we

started over the top at the place where one of the other brigades had quit.

It was pretty soft for a few hundred yards.  Just like manoeuvres. We walked

-hrough wheat fields and I picked wheat as I went along and to all appearances

--here wasn't a Fritz for miles. There wasn't a shot fired until we reached a

yood that stretched right across our front and we no sooner got to the zvood

^han we heard his machine guns getting busy and our boys started taking pot

shots at something, we couldn't see what. Our platoon was in support so we

wouldn't see what was going on. There was a valley on the far side of the wood

r-r-d the bushes reached to the bottom of the slope and Fritz had his guns on

"he other hill across from the trees.

    Well, when we came in sight of the trees their fire started and the bullets

regan to singa The machine guns weren't so bad because they generally travel

Low but the snipers were busy and believe me he can sure shoot straight. We ran

iswn the hill and reached the bottom where there were a few holes and I went

~,o see if there where any Heinies in them and my boss, number 1 on the gun,

2ame along behind me with the gun. I just got to the door of this hole and a

::-j.llet comes z-z-z-zup against the bivvy and Frank, no. 1, said Oh! rather

surprised like and dropped tho gun, twisted around and sat down real hard. I
said, "Whereabouts, Frank?" (l knew he was hit). He told me in the side. Then



"Fritz tried to get me but missed by about an inch so I beat it into the bivvy j

 and called to Frank to come in. He couldn't get up tho' so I beat it out again
 and pulled him inside, dressed the wound (it was a peach, right thru his

 thigh), got his revolver and the machine gun and away I went to look for the

 guy that did the sniping. I couldn't find him tho1 but I got a few others so

 it was pretty square. There isn't much more to tell. We were held up again

 after that and things looked pretty bad for awhile. His machine guns were busy

 and some of our boys were getting hit right and left. Just as we were about to

 decide what we should do, someone looked away over to our left and there were ^

 five of our tanks coming up and firing as they came. That was all. The battle |

 was over and when Fritz saw those tanks he never stopped to wave his hand.    I
 I'll tell you the remainder and what the cavalry did in my next letter. I've  |

 no more paper,                                                                j

                                                                                  I
                                                    Love from                   I

                                                          Jack                  I
                                                                                  I

                                                    France, Aug 15th, 1918      g
 Dear Stella,                                                                  j

     I was going to tell you about the rest of the battle in this letter but  j

 there isn't much more to tell.                                               j
     After the tanks came in sight we had no more opposition and reached our  |

 objective by simply walking up to it. We were supposed to establish some     |

 kind of a line there and we had hardy settled down and got our wind again   |
 when the cavalry rode up. I don't suppose I should say how many there were   |

 that passed us but if the censor objects he can rub it out. It was reported  j

 that - - -(censored) cavalry rode through our front and they all passed with-1

 in a few yards of where we were sitting. I believe it was the finest sight   |

 that I've ever seen. Canadian and Imperial Cavalry, they all came by. They   |
 were in a'hurry to mset the enemy and the first bunch went tearing across the|

 valley in front of us and ran into a machine gun nest and came tearing back  j

 to cover again. After that they all formed up in some ^ead ground' (places  j|

 behind hills that are not swept by ball-its). Hundreds of them. Then about    g

 fifty would line up and go charging across the valley at a dead gallop to    j
 some mor'e dead ground on the far side of the valley. It was a grand sight,   Jj

 especially the Lancers, every man carried a lance -with here and there the    g
 troops colors. By and by they went off up the. hill and soon after we saw the!|j|

 charging along the top of the next ridge in the face of the machine gun fire ^

 and although horses dropped her" and there and occasionally a riderless hors^J|

 ca.me trotting back, they reached the wood and presently one cavalry man came g
 riding back driving a bunch of Fritzes in front of him. Then some field ar- @||

 tillery galloped up and unlirnbered right alongside of us, swung their guns  1|

 around, layed the sights and each one tore off a couple of rounds, then hook-^

 ed up again and away they went up the hill and over to the next valley. We  IJ||

 heard them firing again over there. When we first reached our objective I   -^

 started to dig a hole for a machine gun post and though it only took about

 half an hour, before I was done the field artillery had gone on about a
 ometre ahead of us and another division came ap and went through us and the |jjj

 first thing we knew, instead of being in the front firing line, we were out IJJ

 of the war altogether.                                                      |||

     That night we went to bed close to where we had stopped and when we



up in the morning our battalion transport had come up and the kitchens had a.
not breakfast of porridge and bacon all ready for us to eat., War? Why it was
a picnic, compared to Vimy Ridge, Lens and Pa.schendalc?.@ The difference lay in
that instead of pushing him 1200 yards in one day we sprung a surprise attack
and drove him 1?. kilometres in one kick off and he was so astonished that he
never stopped running for miles.

    It was our first go at open warfare and believe FIR it sure is great. Of
course the bullets in places were singing past like flies or maybe like hail
but they don't get a fellows goat like shells and he'll take bigger chances
and think nothing of it. It's marvellous how many bullets can fly around a.
fellow 'without one hitting him.

    Well, this is all for now, Stella. If we have any more interesting doin's
I'll let you know. Will you please let May Ma,thie read this letter and my
last one because it would about play me out to write another account of the
scrap and May wants to hear about our doin's out here.

    Bye bye for now.

                                                   Love from
                                                         Jack
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                                        by                                             ;

                             H/Major Edgar J.Baitey                              \

                                                                                   l
     A number of times in articles which I have written for the Fortyniner I    j

 have made mention of the Canadian Government's "reinforcement to the field of  I

 battle" policy in WW II. This knowledge I gained when I was with the Loyal     !

Eddies and especially during the,battle for Ortona in Italy in 1943.           I

     In the midst of the heavy battle approximately one hundred reinforcements  |
arrived from our base unit. Our Regiment had dwindled in size considerably     |
due to the heavy casualties we had sustained. As a matter of fact, one of the  |

reinforcements in this particular draft-was Capt Harper Prowse, later to be-   I

 come an MP and then a Senator, and he was now returning to his unit,           ]
     Our HQ staff under LCol Jim Jefferson was very busy with ongoing battle    '

plans and orders in the continuing struggle for the city of Ortona. As chaplain I

I was encouraged to attend all the "0" Groups, this way I would be well ac-    I

quainted with what was going on at all times and thus I was able to know where I
and when we might expect casualties. When this particular draft of men arrived,!

Col "Jeff" said, "Padre, would you go out and brief these men before we send   I
them out to the different companies. You know as much about the battle plans   i

which are coming up as anyone and none of the rest of us are really able to    |

spare the necessary time right now."                                           S

    This is what I did and in a very short time I had completed the assigned   j

task. With time to spare I decided to spend some of it talking to the men on   !
a one to one basis to find out where they had come from in Canada, what their  I

training had been and whether they had up to now had any experience in the     S
field. I was indeed shocked to learn that many of the reinforcements were      H

clerks, cooks, batmen and support troops who hadn't worked with a rifle for    |
months except to take part in guard duty or some such thing. None of those I   j

spoke to had any battle experience or training whatsoever.                     |
    Less than an hour after they had been dispersed to the different compa-    8

nies and sent into action almost immediately they were being treated as cas-   |

ualties. They hadn^ seen the enemy let alone fire a shot in anger. To me      ||
this was little short of murder sending untrained men into action against the  |\

cream of the German Army.                                                      \\

    Nothing could be done concerning this during the action period but when    iI

the battle was over I forwarded a complete report through our Senior Chaplain  !i
of 1 Can Div (he was an old friend of mine), LGol Gordon Jones. Sometime later |

he advised me that the report had been squashed at Div HQ with the explanation |

that "this was a political matter in Canada and really none of our business."  |

He was indeed sorry but there was nothing more he could do and if I chose to   gj
carry it any further then that would be up to me.                    '          |

    Well, I did wish. I therefore decided to write a report to the Minister    ;1
of National Defence, then Col Ralston, and to also send two copies to a couple !l

of old college friends of mine who were then in Parliament, Tommy Douglas and  !|

Stanley Knowles. I wanted to make certain that the matter would get some atten-I

tion. All three of them wrote back acknowledging receipt of the document and

they also promised that I would get some action. Col Ralston advised me that

the report did indeed conflict with the information he was receiving from. our

Army HQ but with the Information that I had sent to him he would come over and

see for hkoself.

    Col Ralston arrived in Italy a short time later and I managed to have a
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talk with him. He also met and spoke to members of our Regiment and I believe
he also visited and spoke to other Canadians in the field as well. Travelling

with him was Col Sandy Dyde, Edmonton, a well known city lawyer.

    One incident which occured during this visit to our Regiment was quite

amusing, or so I thought. As any good politician would do. Col Ralston made

an address to our Regiment congratulating us on our many fine achievements and

finally called for three cheers "for your Commanding Officer, LCol Ware". Col

Ware was, of course, commanding the Patricia.s and. not the Edmontons. The three

cheers came but not too lustilyo

    Following this visit nothing appeared to be happening so I once again de-

cided to get things going and therefore wrote an article for our Gana.dian Army

newspaper, the Red Patch. I signed it with my na.me and related again the story

as previously mentioned but I also added a call for repatriation to Canada of

those men who had now been overseas for more than four years. The U.S. Forces,.

who had not been over for very long, and were our allies, were having regular

repatriation leave. The orderly room sto.ff at Bn HQ were typing all the briefs

and articles for me so the men were aware of what was going on but not the

officers. They would have had to object on principle,

    The issue of the Red Patch was printed but when it reached the hands of

then Gen Chris Yokes and he read it, as was his duty he ordered the whole issue

destroyed. Immediately he called a conference of chaplains in order to put us

all straight on our duty as soldiers of the Canadian Army- When the 1st Div

Chaplains had all gathered together, he commenced, "Gentlemen, there will be no

more talk about reinforcements or repatriation by anyone. These are my orders

and it is your duty to obey them.1' When he had finished his speech Chaplain

Stewart East stood up and replied, "Sir, our first duty is to God and the men

^i.e serve. We cannot accept such an order and stifle our conscience." So, one by

one, all the remaining chaplains, Roman Catholic and Protestant, stood up and

said the matter was too important to be swept under the rugo Gen Vokes commend-

ed us all for our conviction and our courage.
     It is interesting to note that another publication in this war zone, "Eighth

Army News", got hold of a copy of my article and subsequently published it.

This to the great delight of the men and the chaplains of Div HQ.

     Not too long following all this. Col Ralston wrote to me to tell me that

his visit had confirmed the matter in my brief and that he would be making re-

commendations to the Canadian Government cabinet to institute a draft and also

to begin rehabilitation leave or repatriation as it was called. Nothing was

done, however,
     Col Ralston made another trip to visit with the troops and during our con-

versation I had with him he advised me that he would be going back with the

idea of getting some action or having his resignation. Ralston was a member of

my own denomination. Baptist, and a very courageous man., He was in direct op-

position, however, to the then Prime Minister, McKenzie King, and he was forced

to resign his position in cabinet.

    Most of us know the effect on the province of Quebec of the draft decisiono

 We also know well the fighting qualities of the "Vandoos", the Royal 22nd Reg-

iment, who served with us in Italy.

    @Some years later. Tommy Douglas, M.P-, told me that it had been my letters

and the raising of the matter in Parliament that precipitated a crisis in the

 government and which had led to the resignation of Col Ralston. He could not

 see our troops in the front lines being neglected or not being supported be-

 cause of political complications back home in Canadao The matter would have
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come tc a head eventually but the action stemming from the experience of the

Loyal Eddies undoubtedly had some effect at least on the timing of the change

and the increased support of our men overseas.

    A start was made on repatriation leave, however, and there were some who

had served overseas for five years or more who did receive a trip home before

the war came to an end.

    At a conference of chaplains attended by Gen Montgomery, he made the state-

ment, "I would just as soon go into action without my guns as without my chap-

lains. Chaplains are concerned with the welfare of the men in the army, not

only the result of a battle. We could win a battle and lose a war if we lost    '

the confidence of the men."                                                     |
    So my hat is off to Col Ralston, Gen Montgomery and the chaplains of 1st    I

Gdn Div for the service they rendered to the war effort and the victory over    I

the Nazis and Hitler,                                                          j
    At a social event that I attended and which was also attended by Gen Vokes, j

he said to me, "Bailey, I must tell you that you were a pain in the neck to me j
on several occasions. I thought you might be undermining the morale of the     |

troops with all your talk about reinforcements and repatriation. I now see that |
it was good for the men to feel that someone really knew about and cared about |
what they were feeling and going through. So, it worked out very well."        j

                           THE     INFANTEER                                                |

              He is born to the earth, on the day he enlists                    J

             ;He is sentenced to life on the soil,                              i
                                                                                   I              To march on it, crawl on it, dig in it, sprawl on it,             i

              Sleep in it after his toil.                                       I

                                                                                   ^                                                                                   i
              Be it sand, rock or ice, gravel, mud or red loam                  jj

              He will fight on it bravely, will die,                            j
              And the crude little cross, telling man of his loss               IJ

             Will cry mutely to some foreign sky.                              ||

              He's the tired looking man in untidy garb                         |j

              Weatherbeaten, footsore with fatigue,                             |jj

              But his spirit is strong, as he marches along,                    ||
             With his burdens for league upon league.                          II

              He attacks, in the. face of a murderous fire                        @|

              Crawling forward, attacking through mud.                          H

             When he breaks through the line, over wire and mines,             H

              On the point of his bayonet is blood.                             H

             Should you meet him, untidy, begrimed and fatigued               H

              Don't indulge in unwarranted mirth,                              |j!

              For the brave infanteer deserves more than your sneer,           |g
             He is truly the salt of the earth.                               ^

                                          written by a "Gunner"                3

                     Submitted by Ed Morris                                    B
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     Having read a. number of books about war, '?1 I, they don't seem to read

the same way as some of the things tha.t I had encountered during my stay there.

Those of us who have survived until now have had many years to think about it

all and to especi.ally remember friends that we. had made that did not return,,

To put it all down on paper is, however, something else. To me it is quite an

effort - time to do it I have had.

    When WW I broke out in.1914 I was working on a ranch south of Calgary. I

came to this country in 1913 from the "old country", England, having made a

choice over Australia and picking out Calgary on a map,,

    When war broke out the news was very scarce where I was living, there

weren't that many means of communication. No radios, no phones, etc. Once in

awhile we would get some news from the small district newspaper. When we did

hear of the war one of the "cowboys" where I was working decided that he

would enlist so he turned over his Colt revolver to me and away he went. What

he thought I would do with the revolver I haven't the faintest idea. I for-

get now what I did with it myself.

    Not too long after I decided to enlist,B'ut having applied I found that
they couldn't take me right at that time. There were so many trying to join

they couldn't fit me in. So I thought to myself that now was as good a time

as any to visit my brother that I had left in Toronto. I caught the first

train east that I could, in those days trains weren't all that plentiful.

     Besides visiting with my brother I tried to enlist again and before I

knew it I was one of a draft of fifty that was on its way to England, this

all took place towards the end of 1915. Not too much time was spent in Eng-

land, I soon found myself in France as part of the Canadian Army. In early
19l6, February or March I think, they asked for volunteers to join a recent-

ly begun Trench Mortar Platoon, 2nd Canadian Division, and thinking this was

a good deal I volunteered.

    Perhaps I should have started there in the first place because in no

time at all I found myself in the trenches in the Ypres Salient. For the

first time I saw a fellow soldier eating his meals out of a mess tin even

though we had been carrying our own around for a long time. What I thought

to be very tired soldiers having a sleep, since they were covered with blan-

kets, I found they were dead soldiers. More and more I began to find out

what war was really going to be about.

    One thing about the Mortar Platoon, there was plenty of hard work. We

dug real deep and almost every night there would be a working party. Some-

times we would get lucky and take over a gun site tha.t was still in good

shape, this saved us all kinds of digging. We would find that these artil-*-

lery sites were good shelter and often rain proof.

    Most times we used to get our mortar ammunition at night with the help

of the infantry troops. Our platoon would be attached to some regiment for

rations, discipline, firing orders, etc. so they supplied the work party. "We

didn't have a big enough platoon to supply our own help. One of our platoon

members would act as a guide to bring up the ammunition, a job I had many a

time. The bombs themselves weighed around sixty pounds each so it was no

easy thing-to carry one bomb at a time through mud and shell holes. You

would meet the work party at the dump site and as soon as it got dark we

would be on our way. There was no trouble finding our way since the sky was

usually lit up by flares, more German flares than those of our own.
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      The first mortars we used were ;I think, of a French make. They had a

  range of 50 yards and over, I think it was mostly 50 yards. It all depended

 on how much explosive we used as to how far the bomb went. We used cordite

 as a "sending material", one to three packets were dropned down the mortar

 barrel and then the bomb was gently dropped in. The trigger was a part of a

 sawed off .303 rifle that was attached to the mortar barrel and you fired a

 blank cartridge to start things off., This detonated the cordite and you hoped

 that this would send the bomb on its way. Unfortunately for some it was the

 last one they would fire since the bomb sometimes didn't exactly work the way

 it should have and it would explode prematurely on the stand. Sometimes we

 would get a long piece of string, attach it to the trigger and get around a

 corner, if there was one to get around, then we could pull the string to s^t

 the whole thing off.

     Or.ce when another soldier and I were on the firing line. we were shooting

 from the cellar of a wrecked house. This was near Lens. There was one hell of

 an explosion and big piles of dust all around us. The bomb must have just

 cleared the cellar wall before it went off. The first thing the two of us

 heard was "They're alivei" There is a picture in this issue of the Fortyniner

 of the Mortar Platoon, the barrel and the round bombs on a stael pipe that we

 used. Sometimes the steel pipe went right through the bomb itself. That was

 just another hazard@

     Most of us were able to take quite a bi.t of what you might ca,13 punish-

 ment during our stay in the trenches. It was mental punishment, but you al-

 ways seemed to think that if it was your turn to be killed you hoped that

 it would be quick. Each time a shell burst dose to you, you wodd hold on

 to the ground as hard as you could and then you would start to wonder about

 yourself whether you had been hit or not. Bit by bit and little by little

 you would move different parts of your body .to see if everything was st-'ll in

 working order.

     A good topic for conversation was always the hope that you would get a

 Blighty. Just to get wounded enough and in some place where it. wouldn't do

 any real damage.. I had a long wait, others were lucky enough to get hit th?

 first time in. Others weren't so lucky, they never got out alive. One time"

we got a small batch of reinforcements and one of the guys seemed out of

 sorts. The first thing he did was to accuse us all of enlisting for the
$1,10 per day which at that time was considered some kind of a good wage.

The first time he went in to the lines he got an R.I.P.

     On occasion we would be able to have a bath supplied by the Army. You
threw all your clothes into a big pile and then passed through a shower

Usually aboub four of us would go into the shower at a time. When you cam?

out you drew new, dean clothes, most of them brand new. Later on we would .

turn in our uniform and it would be treated for lice and lice eggs. There

would be thousands of lice eggs in the seams of your suit. I never thought

it would happen to me but before long I found that I had hundreds of lice

on me., They seemed to lay their eggs in the seams of our trousers so we just

never were able to catch up in getting rid of them. They used to issue us

with a long piece of flannel four inches wide and this you were supposed to

tie around your waist for "cramps or something". We called it a lice trap.

Cedar oil was supposed to be real good killing lice. Someone sent some once

to me, it made no difference. I remember too when 'trench foot1 became
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 a self-inflicted wound and they made some kind of oil avail.'-iblp i,o iis to put

 on oar feet. A self-inflicted wcni-ic'l w;-i.5 ;i very serious mili i-ary of tense.

     We used to get plenty of wool socks that were knit by the women at home

 and we appreciate! the socks but the. only trouble was hh'it L" you washed then

 they would shrli'ik something terrible. We always kept a pair of good old army

! issue on hand so that we wouldn't be without socks that fit.

     Next- to our bath houses at one c-iiip of ours wer,^ a hospibal and a cemetery.

 We would walk over to both places occasionally to see if we would recognize

 anyone, maybe a friend or someone who had been woLind.'.-id or someone killed and

 buried in the cemetery. Once they called us over to the hospital to see if we

 recognized a soldi-"r that had died and had no "tags" . None of us recognized

 him. We always used to visit cemeteries anytime we were near one in order to

 see if there was anyone buried there that we might know. At first the graves .

 all had wooden crosses, many of them marked 'unknown'. The next time I visit-

 ed ail-the wooden crosses had been replaced by stone markers. One cemetery we

 visited had four Germans buried right in the center of it. The cross was

 marked "In death all men are equal". There were so many casualties sometimes

 that we used to see the dead at the bottom of a large shell hole and this

 was their grave. The next of kin probably got a picture of a single grave -

 but this was war.
     As far as I was concerned there wasn't too much mail coming to me. We

 were never in a position where we could write that often so we didn't expect

 to receive any. In our unit censorship was very strict. Once a month we would

 get a green envelope to be signed by us saying that no restricted information

 would be written. There used to be many addresses of girls looking for "pen

 pals" in new clothes that we received. Quite often the addresses would also

 come in the cases containing fuses or detonators, or with bundles of cigar-

 ettes or tobacco. We didn't usually write to them.

      Once the trenches we were using were some way from the front lines. They

 were brand new ones. We were having ourselves a rest and our truck had arrived

 with the mail and some rations. It had now been quite sometime since we had

 had any mail and we were all anxious to see what was there for us. The truck

 stopped quite near where we were all sprawled on the ground having our rest so

 most of the guys all jumped up and moved over to the truck. I didn't get up

 but they passed me a letter that had come. Just then a shell lit right close

 to us, I was the only one that didn't get hit. Of the others who were moving

 towards the truck or were already there some five or six were killed and the

 others all badly wounded. This time was the only time that I can recall where

 we did the burying of some of our own comrades.

      One of the fellows hurt was bleeding very badly at the neck where the

 wound was,so one of the guys lit matches and held them to the wound to try

 and stop the bleeding. I met him some time later on and he had a big sear on

 his neck where he had been wounded. Another, my closest friend, was hit so

 badly that it was only a matter of a few minutes and he was dead. He was, I

 believe, an only son and judging by the parcels he received from home they

 must have been quite well to do. One time he received a Smith & Wesson re-

 volver from home. He didn't want it so he passed it on to me. You weren't

 allowed to write to Canada and mention the name of anyone who was recently

  killed. However, I wrote to my friends parents, they lived at an address in

 Westmount, in Montreal. I still have the address, I kept it hoping that some-

 time I would stop there and see them but I've never made it.
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     In the 1983 issue of the Fortyniner there-was a picture of the Duckwalk

 at Paschendale. This was a plank road which carried on for a long ways and

was used by trucks, etc. as a regular road. The only problem with it was once

 a vehicle got knocked off the walk it wasn't able to get back on. Once when

 I was there they had hundreds of Chinese working on the road as laborers ex-

tending it. We weren't able to use it for our mortars so all we could do was

 put our guns down and for awhile they would put us to work carrying out wound-
 ed soldiers. We worked four men to a stretcher (which they supplied) and I re-

member bringing out one English soldier who was badly wounded. It was surely

 a rough trip for anyone on a stretcher but he was still alive when we got him

to the dressing station.

     Once when we were back at Vimy Ridge, this was awhile after it had been

 captured, with nothing else to do I was walking around having a look, check-

ing on dud shells, etc., when I saw a soldier in a shell hole. He was really

badly wounded. I talked with him a bit and found that he came from an English

 regiment but now I have forgotten the name of the regiment. In the distance I

 spotted some stretcher bearers, with stretchers, so I walked over to them and

 spoke with the Corporal. These guys were from the Canadian Army. The Corporal

told me that he had orders to go on and so coddn't detail any men to look

after this wounded soldier. We were unable to do anything ourselves since we

did not carry anything like a stretcher with us. Several hours later he had

died. I was always glad that at least I had stopped to give him a little com-

fort. When I think of it now I remember many soldiers walking past a dead sol-

dier for several days, he was on the Ridge and we would pass by him every time

we used the pathway.

    Usually when we came on a dead enemy soldier we would check him to see

whether there were any "valuables" left, as they probably did whenever they

came upon a dead Canadian soldier. One time I found a watch on an enemy dead

and on the back of the watch was engraved "A.K.Frazer, Christ Church, Oxford."

After the war when I got my discharge I still had the watch and it was in good

running order. One place where I went to work in British Columbia the watch

went "missing" and I could only assume that someone had stolen it.

    Souvenirs of the war were in pretty good demand. Once when I was going to

England on leave one of the officers asked me if I knew Harrods store in Lon-

don. When I told him I knew it quite well he brought out an old French bayonet

that he had cleaned up as well as possible. He wanted me to sell it for him

at Harrods. So I took it along, hid it under my greatcoat and when I got to

the store I got hold of the manager. When he came he was really obliging, he

took me into a back room filled with trunks, opened one up and put the sword

in it. It was one way of collecting souvenirs and he had lots of them. I for-

get what he paid for the sword but the officer thought it was OK when I got

back to the platoon. Once I had three German round helmets and I remember

some had red on the band, others green. Probably some kind of identification.

I left them with my mother, in England, and some years later when I remembered

about them we couldn't find them. They had probably been given away, I could

have sold them in France quite easily. Later I collected some more helmets

but they also disappeared over a period of time and the next time I went on

leave I had nothing'left but what was on me.

    This one time that I went on leave though I didn't have any souvenirs but

it did, as  it turned out, change my life. Before I enlisted and left Canada
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to come overseas I had met a young girl whose family had come out to this

land for the 'new' life just before the war began. There had been a death in
her family, however, so they decided to return to England in 19l6. I had

their English address so I wrote to the young lady and we managed to meet for

a short time at a railway station. There we spent several hours together be-

fore I returned to London on my way back to the front. She was working in a

munitions factory at the time. When I got back to the lines -I started writing

to her and we continued corresponding regularly. Before we left the European

battlefield I got permission to marry.
    To go back a bit, early in 19l6 there would be a leave approximately ev-

ery six months if we were lucky and we usually tried to spend it in England.

Then it kept getting longer and longer between times off so we started get-

ting short passes to Paris or to some nearby seaside resort. Quite a few of

the Canadians had relatives in Great Britain so we decided to wait rather

than going to such places as Paris. Wait we did, as long as thirteen to four-

teen months. If we decided to go to the seaside there would be hundreds of

British troops there enjoying themselves. One of their popular songs was "If

You Were the Only Girl in the World". I remember once on the way back to the

Somme we were going through a small town where a circus was playing and their

popular song was "Roses That Bloom in Picardy".
    Everytime we would go out on our relief from the line, having done our

several days tour of duty, they would read out to us the soldiers name and

rank and number of one of our comrades who had been tried and found guilty

of desertion by a court martial. The sentence was the firing squad which sen-

tence was carried out. One morning they sat the soldier on a box, placed a
gas mask over his head and shot him. The gas mask in those days(l believe

the first ones') covered your entire head and there were just the goggles to

 see through. What they did was put the mask over the head backwards and it

was therefore impossible to see. Some years after the war I found and read a

book written by a Canon Scott, a Church of England Chaplain, who had spent a

 great deal of time with this soldier. The good Reverend had been appealing

to the board at every opportunity to have the decision reversed but with no

 success. The soldier had spent a long time in the trenches, was also a vol-

unteer, and so the pleading was to let the soldier go but it sure wasn't suc-

 cessful. They probably needed someone as an example.

    We used to see what at that time were 'lots' of aeroplanes, both ours

 and the enemies. Once I remember seeing one of our planes coming down on

 fire, the pilot had crawled out onto a wing and was hanging on trying to get

 away from the heat I suppose. Eventually he had to let go and^ so fell to his

 death. The planes used to fly real dose to the ground and to our trenches.

 Ours flew so low we could have almost hit them with one of our mortar bombs

 but usually they were just observing the German trenches. We used to see the

 enemy planes come after these observation planes once or twice a day. Both

 sides usually had a stationary observation balloon directing traffic. Some-

 times we would see as many as three planes on fire at the same time. Some of

 the pilots had parachutes so they were able to land safely.
     I remember once when I happened to be 'scared stiff I had dropped down

 into a trench to be on the safe side from the shelling. It was dark down there

 but moving along a few steps I spotted a small light coming from a candle.

 Who should be gathered around the candle but four or five Germans who were

 also trying to stay out of the way of the shelling. Since I had surprised them
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 in no time they were saying "No shoot" and the next thing we were 'trading'

 souvenirso They were turned over to the senior NCOs and moved down the line.

     We tried to spend considerable time down in the trenches so that we

 wodd remain 'healthy' as long as possible. One time when I was going down

 into one of the trenches I was surprised when a guard stopped me and asked

 me for the password. This was something that had never happened before to me,

 being asked for identification like that. Since I didn't know any passwords

 they promptly marched me off down the trench with a soldier and his bayonet

 at my back and I ended up in a dugout. Eventually they believed me and of

 course when I got back to my platoon and told them what had happened every-

 one had a good laugh. No one ever told us about passwords;

     Two of the guys in our platoon had been raised in an orphan home. One of

 them, we called him "Pa Perkins" since he was getting a bit old and was also

 quite slow moving, the other we called "Chubby". I forget what their real

 names were. "Chubby" was a 'Dr.Barnard' boy, 'Barnards' was a so-called or-

 phan boy home in England and every so often they would ship a bunch of their

 boys overseas - at a price. Quite often they would be sent to Canada where

 they usually would be placed on a farm as a laborer, they would do a man's

 work and all they got in return was room and board. "Pa Perkins'1 was brought

 up in an orphan home in eastern Canada.

     One day we were all taken out of the lines to attend an Army sports day.

 Some "shot" had come out from Canada to visit with the troops so the day was

 held in his honor. We enjoyed the day off, as I recall, the sports we weren't

 really interested in. The next morning after the sports day we were all lined

 up in a special parade and along came two French police plus two of our own

 Military Police and with them they had a young girl who apparently something

 "terrible" had been done. Walking along the line she had picked out "Chubby"

 as her attacker. Later when we got back to the trenches he told us that he

was under open arrest. The girl had claimed she had been raped and had picked

 out "Chubby" as the one. The charge didn't stick, however, the girl didn't

have enough proof. "Chubby" maintained that all he had done was to have push-

 ed her down onto an old manure pile. Not too long after this episode I was

 only a few yards away from "Chubby" when he was killed.

    In 1917 we were to go and take over a new trench mortar so two of us went

with a guide to a gun emplacement. We had never seen a trench mortar like it.

It was much larger than the ones we were using and also had a longer range.

You placed four bags of gun cotton in the fins of the bomb's tail and when

the bomb hit the bottom of the barrel it was set off by an instant fuse in

the bomb that was to be fired off by a .303. Sometimes the fuse, etc., didn'T.

go off and then the problem was to get the bomb out of the barrel without

blowing your head off. Only once did I get into this situation and we found

that there was a small cotter pin holding the cap from striking the .303 that

did the detonating. No one had told us either that at the base of the gun

there was a plug which you unscrewed and you could then fire off the gun cot- J
ton with no danger to anyone.                                                |

    Towards the end of the war things were moving so swiftly and the enemy   |
retreating in such a hurry that during the last three months or so our Trer-sh |

Mortars with their very short range were no longer of any use. So, we had tc |

forget about them. They told us to get hold of any enemy gun that could be   |

used and put it into operation. Sometimes we would get lucky and once I re-  J
member we came on a small artillery gun so we just turned it around and shct. |

off all the ammunition in the direction of the fleeing enemy.                @
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    Finally, a day in September, 1918, became my "lucky" day. A 'blighty'

when a bullet hit me in the back. It really felt like I had been hit with a

big hammer and as it turned out several of us had been shot at the same time.

They sent me off to our First Aid Post and before too long an ambulance ar-

rived. The ambulance soon filled up without me but the driver had spotted my

''red bordered tag" which meant a serious injury so he made one of the less

seriously injured get off to make room for me. So it was that I left the front

lines for what turned out to be the last time.

    One night we spent in a large tent and I can tell you that the nurses

@^here sure looked good to us. After that night they sent us on to a Base Hosp-

ital and a nice clean bed felt pretty good. Here one of the nurses asked me

what my trouble was and I told her that I had a bullet in me. She told me that

^hey let little things like that stay in. There were a couple of dozen pat-

ients in the hospital and everyday a doctor would come and speak to us. On ab-

out the third day of my stay the doctor stopped by me and said, "Well, son,

1 think you are well enough to go back to the lines,"

    Apparently when I told the nurse about the bullet she thought I was kid-

j-ing her. When they had been convinced that there was indeed a bullet in me

^hey decided almost at once to remove it. The next thing I remember was wak-

ing up and I was in the midst of a bunch of Americans and I wasn1'! feeling

very well. They brought the copper bullet, which they had removed from me,

in a pill box and showed it to me. The nurse told me I was the first wounded

soldier she had looked after and all the Americans around here had not been

wounded but were only sick.
    My travels then continued. After having recovered pretty well I was sent

on my way. First to the north of England, then to Wales and finally to my

nome town which was near Portsmouth in the south of England. In November,

1918, Elsie and I got married and before too long I was to be on my way back

".o Canada. Elsie followed about six months later.

    When I came back we were packed into the boat but good. We used the din-

ing room for our sleeping quarters, some of us had hammocks and some slept

on the tables that were there. The toilets were one hell of a mess. We were

confined to the bow and the stern of the boat, the upper promenade decks

were reserved for the officers and a few nurses that were on board. Military

Police were posted at each stairway to make sure we didn't go "out of bounds".

A couple of days out to sea we decided that this situation wasn't exactly

"right so we just pushed the MPs to one side and "took the deck". The officials

in charge got the message and so they divided some of the decks off with rope.

Cut of all that we ended up by getting the most of the deal and so we were

happy, I am sure the nurses were most pleased to be able to talk to the men

for a change. We saw very few officers for the remainder of the voyage.

    On my discharge in Vancouver the government gave me five hundred dollars,

^hat I believe was the most that anyone received. I answered an advertisement

in the newspaper where they were looking for discharged soldiers to band to-

gether and buy a small factory that was making wooden furniture and toys,

etc. Buy it we did. I worked there for maybe a month or so but there was no

noney left over to purchase lumber and without lumber we couldn't operate. We

wouldn't even borrow any money from the government. We got really fed up when

3ne of the guys lost all the fingers on one of his hands in a saw accident.

7,'e also got tired of attending all the different company meetings, etc. so we

decided to forget the factory and all the money we were going to make.
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     From there I went to work in a shipyard where I remained the longest,

 this was in 1919. One of the jobs I worked on was to install bunks in the

 hold of a boat that would be taking some Chinese back to their homeland.

 These were Chinese that had been brought over to this country to work as

 laborers. The bunks were three tiers high, just wide enough for a man and

 that was all. They must have had a terrible time getting back to their home.

     We managed to get enough money saved that we bought ourselves a small

house with a garden but before long the shipyard contracts ran out and work

 of any kind became scarce. So we decided that maybe I should become a farmer.

At the time the government was giving out grants to those who could qualify.

By now we had returned to Alberta in the hopes of getting some land but with

my lack of farming experience, in their opinion, I didn't qualify as one of

those eligible for a grant. We rented a quarter section from. a farmer and

we now found ourselves living in the Chauvin district. I had ended up where

my father had always threatened to put me in my younger days, on a farm,

     It's a good thing though that he wasn't there to see the one room tar

paper shack that my wife and I and by this time a baby were living in.

     Twice following WW I I have returned to visit the battlefields with my

family. We tried to visit some of the places that I could remember. The first

time I returned they had started building the Canadian Vimy monument. There

were many people returning to view the battlegrounds and it seemed at times

like a vendors no mans land there were so many of them peddling their wares.

One dugout entrance we visited was nicely fixed up with sand bags and a gate

and you paid to get in to view very little, usually just some chalk walls.

The next time I visited the same place the gate was a fancy folding one. Two

men stood there with their hats out looking for tips and when I refused them

anything they told me off in a hurry.

    'When I had returned to Canada after the .second visit I sent off a letter

to McLeans magazine letting them know what was going on over there and what

I thought of it. I even sent them some of the tickets that we got when we

entered our old trenches so that they would know that I wasn't kidding them.

I still have the tickets.

    The second time that I returned there was after the Vimy monument had

been completed. Elsie, my wife, came wLth me since she had had a brother

killed there. The iron gate had been taken away, the tunnel didn't extend

as far as it had the first time we were there. The sand bags were now made

of cement.

    So, these are just a few of the things that I now remember from the war
to end all wars, WW I. Some of the things were exciting, some not so ex-

citing .

    In September, 1939, I joined the Army again, this time the 49ers. But  @

then that's another story. About the only thing that was the same or close.
was the $1..30 per day on enlistment.



^                       Edmonton  Association                      ,
                       BANQUET and DANCE

                                 @JANUARY 1984

     As has been tne practice, a banquet and dance have followed our annual

 General Meeting.
     Once the meeting has been finished with, those that have been in attend-

 ance move off to a quiet corner to rest themselves, collect their thoughts,

 etc., and generally get themselves ready for an evening of eating, meeting

 and dancing.
     With the weather warm for the second year in a row we managed to get an

 excellent turnout for the evening. There weren't as many as we had planned

 for (we're always too optimistic) but still there were 110 members from WW I

 and WW II plus some 55 members of our Militia Unit and then a goodly number

 of wives and lady friends at the dance following the banquet,,

     During the cocktail hour preceding the meal we were entertained by our

 Regimental Band from the Militia Unit. The band has only recently been re-

 formed and reinforced by the addition of a number of good calibre musicians,

 female and male. The bit of music during this "tall tale time" was very much

 appreciated.
     At our General Meeting in the afternoon Jim Botsford relinquished the

 office cf President of our Association following a two year term. At the el-

 ection of officers for the coming term Jim Foote was elected to that post

 and thus took over the proceedings at the head table as Master of Ceremonies

 for the evenings proceedings.
     Along with Jim at the head table: two long time members of our Associa-

 tion and very welcome guests, Dave Petrie and Len Dawes, from Victoria and

 its vicinity; from. our Militia Unit, LCol C. Marshall and Padre Graham; Joe

 Dunn, President, Montgomery Legion Branch ^24; Henry Woo, representing the

 Province of Alberta; Alderman Julian Kinisky, representing the City of Edmon-

 ton; Ralph Craven, Association Secretary; Roger Dupuis, our Vice-President;

 and Jirn Botsford, our new Past President.
     Beginning our opening ceremonies, the customary silence for our absent

 comrades after which the marching on of the sword took place under the able

 direction of the Militia. Charlie Swan had the honour of bringing in the

 sword, the "marching on11 was accomplished by a well-trained colour party from

 the young Battalion. At the same time our Regimental Colours were paraded in

 and placed at the front of the hall. The Griesbach Sword as well as our col-

 ours were piped in to "Bonnie Dundee" and very capably by a piper from the

 Edmonton City Police Pipe Band.
     A toast to the Queen preceded our meal and following the meal we had the

 toast to the Regiment ably given by Dave Petrie. There was a toast to the

 City of Edmonton given by Alderman Kinisky.

     Then the welcome to all our "out-of-town" members who we enjoy meeting

 with again, in many cases after a year has passed us by, sometimes around the

 forty year absence mark. Furthest away members in attendance were Alex Bur-

 rows from Orleans, Quebec, not too far over the Ontario border from Ottawa,

 and Harry Haddon from Maple, Ontario. Harry also managed to attend our 1983

 summer picnic.
     Greetings were read from those of our members who were unable to attend.

 this year's gathering. It's always good to hear from those who for one rsascr-

  or another are unable to attend, even tho' they may be in some such place as

 California or Arizona or Hawaii.
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     The traditional "piping in of the bottle", revived several years ago for i

the oldest member or members in attendance, was next, on the agenda. Charlie

 Blakely, who has now reached the fine age of 97, topped the list. There was

a tie for the number two spot, Bert Gamire, Edmonton, and a WW I 49er, plus

Dave Petrie, Sydney, B.C.. They came in at the "young" age of 88. All three

 enjoyed their sha.re of a bottle of the finest.

     There was a fine welcome for Dave Petrie and Len Dawes, both from Van-

 couver Island and. members of our Association out there. Dave and Len were

with our Regiment in WW II as well as being overseas in WW I. They had not

been able to make it to any of our reunions on this side of the mountains for

 some years. It was a great pleasure to have them with us. We were also very

pleased to greet Bill and Bob ADAIR, absentees for quite a number of years.

Bill still resides in Edmonton, Bob has a "spread" out near Spruce Grove.

Also on hand for the first time in awhile. Earl Cutler, "Sandy" McLaren, and

Ted James who keeps himself busy with the "squared circle" out of the South

Side Legion Boxing Club. All of them were looking goodo Harry Bowzailo man-

aged to make it out to the afternoon meeting but begged off when it came to

staying for the banquet.

     For several weeks there had been some doubt about whether we would be

marching on our- "Griesbach Sword" as is our long-standing tradition or would

we have to rely on a "stand-in" which was waiting in the wings- As most of

you probably knew or have seen printed in this Fortyniner, the sword went

AWOL for several weeks having been pilfered from its prominent display case

in our Edmonton City Hall. Due in part to the excellent effort on the part

of Joe Dunn and. the Montgomery Legion and the "Crime Stoppers" program it

was returned intact and none the worse for wear in time to be piped in as

is our custom,

    Apart from those whose names have been previously mentioned the following

were also attending our festivities:

    From B.C., Pete Ferguson, Nanaimo; Syd Fry, now Victoria; Ray Lewis,Trail.

    From outside Edmonton: Lee Ahlstrom, G.Mack, D.G.Miller, all from Sher-

wood Park; Mike Antonio, Bill Purves, Walter Wills, Hythe; Al Baker, Gibbons;

Jimmy Duncan, Clairmont; George English, Two Hills; Herman Erickson and Frank

Pasula, Camrose; Ivan Feldberg, Evansburg; Dave Gaulter, Thorsby; Bob Jardine,

Ardrossan; Rev W.Hall, Ft Saskatchewan; Sam Lenko, Sangudo; Merv Morgan,

Rochester; R. Playdon, Stony Plain; Frank Petley, Calgary; Bob Prowd, Grande

Prairie; Matt Sawchyn, High Prairie; Barney Weir, Two Hills; Charlie Whelan,

Rycroft; and Colin Wismer, th& ex-mayor of Mirror.

    From the Mewburn Vets'" Home, Edmonton: George Ross and Joe Suiter.

    From Edmonton: Gordon Armstrong, Marshall Baydala, ".Pinky" Beaton, Tom

Benson, Jack Birmingham., R.R.Blakely, Alex Bolinski, Howard Bone, A. Brass,

Orville Brooksher, John Budzinski, R. Bowar, Gus Campbell, Rollie Castagner,

Stan Chettleborough, Don Cunningham, Paul Cote, Bill Craig, Andy Dahl, Joe

Decoine, Steve Drew, Ted Dombroski, H,,J.Funk, Harvey Farrell, Fred Gaschnitz,

"Buck" Getschel, Bob Hidson, Jacob Goertzen, Sid Jones, H. Jackson, Steve

Kmiech, Mike Krewusik, Mel Lund, Ron LeBas, Steve Lotoski, Bill Moody, Archie

Murray, S. Mitchell, Hugh McCulloch, Dave McAra, Mark Mc.Kain, Hugh McKay,

Gordon and Wally McVee, John MacLean, A.C.Norlander, Barney Olson, Bill Pol-

hill, W. Preuss, Max Rudyk, Julien St.Pierre, Bob Strong, Bill Shaw, Danny
Smith, Ernie "Vino" Smith, L.-E.Stewart, John Shaw, Ed Tannous, Marcel Tettam-

ente, M.D.White, Bob Wilson, Jim Wilson, Keith Wakefield, Jim Wallace, Geoff
Wright, Ely Yez, Mike Tremblay(now deceased). We hope they're all listedl
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    Following WW I and in recognition of his great service to our city and

country the good citizens of Edmonton presented Gen "Billy" Griesbach with a

sword and scabbard suitably inscribed as to the occasion.

    Following his death the sword was given to our Association by Mrs. Gries-

bach. When the present Edmonton City Hall was built it was arranged to have

the sword placed on display in the building through the efforts of the late

Alan Macdonald,
    In October, 1983, the sword was removed unnoticed by a person or persons

unknown from the locked glass case located behind the main security desk. The

culprits who removed our historic sword had pried open the glass case and
removed the sword, valued at roughly some $10,000, between the' hours .';f 10:35

AM and 10:55 AM, probably while the security guard had gone for a coffee - or

some such thing-

    The sword, some three feet plus long, has a hilt of ivory and gold with

the gold portion being a band around it plus a couple of studs inserted in an

ivory and gold embossed guard. There is also considerable scroll work on the

blade portion. The scabbard is worked with gold for almost its whole length

and near the hilt is a crest bearing a wheat sheaf and a scroll with the motto

"Industry, Energy, Enterprise".

    The sword and scabbard are generally regarded as being "historically

priceless" and we, as most of you are aware, have used it at all our Edmonton

banquets in the "marching on of the sword" ceremony prior to our sitting down

to partake of the evenings meal and entertainment.

    There was of course wide concern as to what was happening or would happen

to our sword, would it be kept only as a souvenir or would someone try and melt

it down for its gold content. There didn't seem to be that much interest being

shown on the part of the city officials to have it returned. The Montgomery
Legion offered a reward of $1000 to try and get some action in having it re-

turned to its proper place. Our Association was concerned as to whether we

wodd have to miss our annual ceremony come next January at our banquet. A

 "backup" sword was found though and all polished up in case it might be needed.

    Newspaper accounts spoke of the "apathy" of the city fathers in locating

the stolen item. Their reply was that "it was in the hands of the police".

News reports seemed to also not be aware of to whom the sword really belonged.

Sometimes it belonged to the Legion and was used at our banquet, other times it

seemed that the sword had been donated "to the city after WW II". Many times

our Association tried to put them straight as to who the sword really belonged

to and that it was on loan to the city for display purposes only. They didn't

seem to be all that convinced! However, we have the necessary documents to show

that the sword and scabbard are the rightful property of our Association.

    In the end it all turned out for the best. In late November, due probably

to the "Grime Stoppers" program in place in Edmonton, an anonymous tip was re-

ceived by the police department and the sword was recovered. Thankfully it was

undamaged. The sword was turned over to the Mayor of Edmonton by the police,

the Montgomery Legion Branch was very pleased and turned its reward offer over

to the Crime Stoppers. We, of course, were more than pleased. The sword was

used for our banquet in January '84 as though nothing had happened. No arrests

were made, nothing more has been heard about this criminal offence.

    A letter was subsequently received from the Police Department to the ef-

fect that "members of the Ident Section will be re-photographing the sword
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to include greater detail of all its markings. Security on the wall display

has  been upgraded with the addition of high security deadbolts, triple pane

glass which is in turn shatter resistant. The area has been reinforced with

an audible alarm".
    It is to be hoped that whatever form our re-union may take, that "the

Sword" shall always have its place of honour.

    You may view the sword and scabbard any time you are in the vicinity of

Edmonton City Hall. It is in a glass case in the wall just inside the main

entrance on the north side and on the main floor.

                          RANK     INFLATION                                              !

    Did you every wonder what things are like in the Armed Forces these days,
especially along the lines of the "pay scale". Wonder no more, this little

bit of information is for you. The quoted figures are probably not exact but

they would be quite close to being correct.

    The number of chiefs in the Canadian Forces is growing a lot faster than

the number of Indians.
    Military personnel statistics of early 1984 show that there are 1,242

more officers and officer cadets in uniform today than in 1980, a jump of

some 6% plus. The number of 0/Rs, Privates to Chief Warrant Officers, has in-
creased by only 925, approximately 1^. Total ranks for this year show l6,363

officers and officer cadets, 65,684 other ranks,
    The above amount represents a growth in manpower from 1980 of some 2.7^

and includes the ranks of generals increasing by dose to 11%, from 102 to a

total of 113 - leaders of combat units to bureaucrats(an associate assistant  g

deputy minister).                           @                                  3

    Now there is a captain for every three privates, a major for every seven.

It used to be roughly a corporal for every ten privates, this day and age

there are 26,574 corporals and only 21,108 privates. On July 31, 1982, there

were 43,548 NGOs and only 23,528 privates.

    It has been determined that more people were being promoted to higher

ranks but they are holding less authority. A corporal is in fact a private.

The rank of corporal is now largely automatic once recruiting and trade traia-

ing is finished. Sergeants now do what corporals used to do. Promotions come
quickly so that the forces can keep trained people by paying them well. A     |

corporal earns roughly $1,970 per month and a private in a recruit school gets!

$876. Top pay for a general is $105,050 per year.                             i

    The statement was made that the military structure became a bureaucracy

following unification of the forces, military lines of organization went by

the boards. The only defence for'the large number of officers on staff offer-

ed has been "in case war breaks out". Other things have been said, "more man- j
agers are being recruited than fighters", "60^ of the military are now in     J

support roles", "we now have mostly 9 to 5 forces", etc.                      j

     For every soldier taken on that is trained and ready for combat - two     j
more are taken on to support him.                                      _      J

     Is it any wonder that we hear so many remarks about the state of this     |

nations armed forces,                                                         j
     To think that in 1939/40 a privates pay was $39.00 in a 30 day month and  j

then you had to assign $20.00 of that home or in reserve! Nineteen dollars to |

 spend on yourself, that's small pay now for one hour's work.                  |
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                              WSBL BJIHD^iyW

 - Reprinted, with permission, from the magazine The Canadian Forum, Dec 1983 -

     As tho World War II anniversaries roll by, note especially December, 1983.

 It is now four decades since Ortona, our Canadian army's hardest earned victory

 in the more than four years we had been at war. The greater fame o" our Hong

 Kong and Dieppe defeats is regrettable, not to say perverse. Portraying our-

 selves continually as losers makes heaping our own destiny as a nation more

 difficult.
     Owning up to achievement need not distort our perspective, Ortona was

 neither a'great nor a decisive battle. It w&.s certainly not a pretty one, being

 fought at close quarters in the very homes of the Italian non-combatants. Yet

 Canadian ground forces here for the first time in the war bested a skilful and

 determined foe. They did an unpleasant job well, and their success had a sig-

 nificance beyond the metres of territory gained.
     Canadian troops went into sustained action in Europe on 10 July 1943 when

 thf- Allies landed in Sicily. Our casualties, however, from then until the end
  of'November totalled only slightly more than those incurred in a single morn-

 iiv at Dieppe the year before. Italian resistance was half-hearted even before

 Mussolini's fall on 25 July and the official surrender in September. German

 troops in Italy meanwhile slewed us down, but fought only rearguard actions

 until reaching a line from Gaeta on the west coast to Ortona on the east. To

  prevent the loss of Rome, Hitler ordered, "This line will be held."

      Ortona. is halfway up the back of the Italian boot at about the same lat-

  itude as Windsor, in Ontario. Sited on a promontory seventy metres above the

  Adriatic, the old town was dominated by a fifteenth century castle and the

  twelfth century Cathedral of San Tomaso. Old and new towns together occupied

  an area something less than that of Toronto's High Pa.rk.
      By Christmas 1943 the population of this fishing and agricultural centre

  was no more than half its peacetime figure of 10,000. While the Italian armed

  forces had by now been demobilized, the Germans dragged able-bodied men off to

  work on fortifications or in factories. A number of families fled to the coun-

  tryside. Most of those that stayed sought shelter in a railway tunnel running

  under the old town or in the crowded cellars. Edmonton jeweller Antonio di

  Giacomo recalls spending seven months of his twelfth year in one such cellar

  with dwindling food stocks and fifty three other people.

      The Germans had not expelled all civilians as they had from Cassino across

  the peninsula, and from the mountain towns in the middle of their winter line.

  Field Marshall Kessdring presumably expected to stop General Montgomery's 8th

  Army well before Ortona. Only when the 1st Canadian Division pushed north of

  the Moro River were engineers and paratroops sent in to strengthen the town's

  defences and prevent our getting there "at all costs."
      The Germans had no.time for elaborate construction, but made free and

  varied use of explosives. Houses were destroyed to clear fields of fire or

  create rubble barricades. The rubble would be sown with mines and covered by

  machine gun from a neighbouring second storey. Other houses were boobytrapped.

  Still others had charges left in them to be detonated later by means of a con-

  necting wire. When the defenders meant to use a house as a strongpoint, they
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 might blow the front walls off houses opposite to expose the interiors to

 their own fire.

     And the demolitions continued once battle had been joined. On 21 December

the feast day of St.Thomas, the cathedral too was blasted apart for the sake

 of a roadblock.

     Holding Ortona was the job of the 1st German Parachute Division. Their
 last drop of the war was in Sicily in July, 1943; but because of their excep-

 tional standards of fitness, motivation, and expertise, they continued to be

thrown into battle wherever the situation seemed most desperate. Many sources

 rate them the best formation the Axis had. General Alexander, Allied Commander-

in-Ghief in Italy, went even farther. On seeing how they stood up at Cassino in

March of 1944 to six hours of bombardment from 500 planes and 600 artillery

pieces, he doubted if there were any oilier troops in the world that could have

done it.

     The 1st Canadian Infantry Division had arrived in Britain in December 1939.

The following summer, after Dunkirk, they were the best trained and equipped

formation there. Had Hitler chosen to invade, their rendezvous with his elite

paratroops might have taken place three years early.

     Other Canadian divisions called them "breadliners". The first to enlist,

they were presumed to have done so only to escape the Depression. Such eager-

ness to go to war - even a necessary war - was suspect. A visible minority      '

were rowdies, moreover, the kind of men that drank too much in pubs and gave    ':

Canadians a bad name.

    What is certain is that the 1st Division fought with just as much courage   :
and tenacity and for twice as long as did the Canadian divisions that landed    '

in Normandy in 1944.. Rowdiness may even have proved a battle asset. Many men,

subsequently busted back to private for their misdemeanours, had had some ex-

perience of rank. The Allies generally briefed junior ranks better on an op-

eration's objectives than did the enemy. But Canadians in Italy prided them-

selves on being uniquely able, if their officers were killed, to carry forward

an attack on their own. Such self-reliance was to make them excellent street

fighters.

    The general officer commanding the division as of 1 November 1943 was Maj

Gen Chris Vokes. Vokes is typically described as big, bristling, rough, tough,

bluff, extrovert, and earthy. His troops enjoyed watching his enormous red

moustache waggle when he addressed them, and admired him for sticking dose

to the front.

    His division comprised three brigades of three regiments each. The cap-

ture of Ortona was assigned to the 2nd Brigade, which Vokes himself had led

before assuming divisional command. His replacement was Brig Gen B.M.Hoff-

meister. Sociable and outgoing in his trademark balmoral, Hoffmeister was re-   \,

puted an innovator in infantry-tank co-ordination. He is also described as      |

hard driving, aggressive, and ruthless. A militia officer rather than a pro-    j

fessional soldier like Vokes, Hoffmeister had worked for what became Mac-       I
Millan Bloedel, a paper company, and after the war attained its presidency.     |

    The 2nd Brigade consisted of the permanent force Princess Patricia Can-     j

adian Light Infantry and two militia regiments? the Vancouver based Seaforth    |
Highlanders of Canada, which Hoffmeister had commanded in Sicily, and the       J

Edmonton Regiment (later The Loyal Edmonton Regiment). Both had been among      |

the very first units in Canada to complete recruiting in September 1939. The    |
Seaforths and the Edmontons plus tanks of the 12th Armoured Regiment (from      |
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 Quebec) would clear the town. No one expected it would take eight days.     |

    The 1st Brigade plus the llth Armoured(Ontario) Regiment^ tanks would   |

 meanwhile try, despite poor roads and muddy terrain, to bypass Ortona. Whether

 a more concentrated offensive in this direction would have made the grueling

 street battle unnecessary remains controversial.

    There was little preliminary bombing because the port was wanted, intact.
 The Germans naturally did as much damage to it as possible anyway, blocking

 the harbour -with sunken vessels and blowing gaps in the breakwaters. Whatever

 the rationale, however, not bombing Ortona was a clear blessing for the civ-

 ilians - and for the attackers a blessing in disguise,, A Cassino style blitz

 would have killed or wounded some paratroops. But the March,1944,experience

 suggests the remainder would have been even harder to dear from the rubble

 than from the houses. Bombs would have also created more tank obstacles than

 the defenders had had time to provide.

    As it was, many streets were too narrow for our bulky Shermans. Where used

 they were vulnerable.'The approach to town on Monday,20 December was costly

 enough with one tank blown to fragments by a 200 pound road demolition charge

 and three others disabled by mines. On the broad Corso Vittorio Emanuele,

 Ortona's main street, enemy machine gun fire made mine clearing harder still.

 The paratroops also had new anti-tank rockets, grenade launchers, and flame-

 throwers to play with. Anti-tank guns might be sited where they could fire

 into the tender undersides of tanks clambering over the rubble barricades.

Anti-tank mines might be dropped from above. The hazards of getting out to

 confer with infantry or to attach a tow chain to a disabled vehicle only con-

 firmed the tankman's dislike of built-up areas.

   The deployment of armour was nonetheless a success, with only three tanks

irretrievably damaged. The Shermans' 75 millimeter cannons blasted paratroop-

ers from the upper storeys, shot smoke canisters to screen advances, and pro-

vided covering fire. Tanks were also used to carry ammunition forward and to

evacuate casualties.

   The Germans ran a tank into a cellar and, by demolishing the building on

top, converted it to a stationary gunpost. Canadian six and seventeen pound

anti-tank guns accordingly found other targets. They blasted crests off moun-

tains of rubble so our tanks could climb over and pounded houses along the

seafront. So solid was the construction and so thick the walls of some of the

older stone buildings that armour-piercing shells were required. Because such

shells sacrifice blast to gain penentration, they did little tc subdue the

paratroops inside and had to be followed up with high explosive shells shot

through the openings just created. Not for nothing had an Edmonton gun crew

won a recent   division-wide contest.

   Lobbing mortar shells through windows, as the Seaforths did on occasion,

called for tricky shooting too. But more often mortars were used for satur-

ation,, More than one Ortona veteran's most vivid memory is the incessant

noise. Falling in narrow streets, with no earth to absorb the blast, the ex-

ploding shells were deafening as well as devastating.

   Ortona has been called a privates' and NCOS' battle on the grounds that

men fought in threes and fours. Larger groups risked unnecessary casualties.

Even so, one serious casualty was often the price of locating an. enemy pos-
ition. Loyal Eddy company commander Major J.R.Stone, who won the Military

Cross at Ortona relates:

   "One .lived in fear twenty four hours a day. At times I would have

    welcomed a serious wound which would have resulted in my evacuation."
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    As helpful as tanks, artillery, and mortars were in clearing houses, there

 was no substitute for going inside. It was best to get in at the top and

work down, using gravity as an ally for grenades. Holes could be punched in

 floors to expose rooms beloWc Because few houses were detached, opening a

 "mousehole" permitted passage from one top storey to the next.

    Mouseholing was not invented at Ortona, just perfected. Captured Teller

mines were sometimes used, or petrol tins filled with explosives. Most satis-

 factory, however, was the Beehive charge, an anti-tank weapon with the virtue

 of directing all its blast one way. Singly or in pairs. Beehives were placed

 on chairs to pierce the walls at the right height.

    The attackers sheltered at ground level while the charges were detonatedo

They then poured up the stairs and through the breach before the dust and smoke

had time to subside. Each room of each floor was cleared, and it was best to

occupy each house. The paratroopers had a way of filtering back, sometimes

through prepared and concealed mousehdes of their own.

    The paratroopers more plentiful supply of submachine guns gave them an ad-

vantage in close-quarter fighting. It was inadvisable, moreover, for Canad-

ians to use captured German models, whose distinctive sound risked drawing

friendly fire.

    The other weapon most useful in this kind of battle were hand. grenades.

There are stories of their being bowled like cricket balls from end to end of

a long hall. A grenade or two through each door was a wise precaution, though

entering the room might still be fatal if there happened to be a sniper ac-

ross the street.

   The strongest counterattacks fell in the Seaforths' - that is, the west-

ern half of the town. which was more vulnerable to infiltration. The para-

troopers husbanded their own strength, however, and a major German counter-

offensive projected for the " Christmas feast days1' failed to materialize -

owing largely to lack of air support.

   The feast days were lively enough. On 24 December flamethrowers were first
used against Canadian troops in Italy (Canadians were not issued such weapons

until a year later). The 12th Armoured's War Diary records an enemy mortar

barrage as early as 0430 Christmas morning. The tankmen did not get their

holiday rations until after the battle, though most Seaforths and Edmontons

managed to enjoy a roast pork dinner in relays before returning to the attack.

Some signallers ate off white linen in the shelter of a culvert.

   It was on Christmas Day that Kesselring acknowledged the battle had dev-

eloped a momentum of its own@ "It is clear we do not want to defend Ortona

decisively," he told a subordinate, "but the English have made it appear as

important as Rome." An Associated Press correspondent had written, "For some

unknown reason the Germans are staging a miniature Stalingrad in hapless

Ortona" and the publicity became part of the reason.

   The Edmontons' worst day was 27 December when a house they occupied was

blown up. Twenty four men were caught inside,, Fewer than half a dozen were

dug from the ruins alive - one after being buried more than three days.

Shocked at losing so many members at once, the regiment promptly retaliated

by blowing up two German occupied homes.

   Brig Hoffmeister now committed his remaining regiment, the PPCLI. Moving

through town on the morning of December 28, they were surprised to meet no

opposition. With few buildings left to manoeuvre from and unwilling to spend

more blood on a cause now plainly lost, the paratroopers had pulled out in

the night. The Edmontons' War Diary notes:
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  "As a rule the foe either removes his dead or buries them on the spot.

   Ortona has been the exception; approximately one hundred dead have

                 been left lying due to his hasty withdrawal"

   Bitter as the struggle became, melodramatic suggestions that no quarter

was given are contradicted by numerous reports of prisoners taken. The para-

troopers could be extraordinarily tenacious. One blinded machine gunner is

said to have kept firing by sound, blood pouring from his head wounds, rather .

than surrendering. But the Seaforths tell of four other Germans giving up

when their officer was killed.
   The 1st German Parachute Division reported 455 casualties for the period

of the battle while the 1st Canadian Division suffered 650. The Seaforths and

the Edmontons combined fighting strength for this period averaged just over

1300 men. Ortona cost them 171 wounded, 104 killed. .
   Many of the survivors had not slept in days or had their boots off in

weeks. As the front settled down for the winter, there was finally time for

a bath and a rest.
    Civilian life in the battleground was grim. By December 23 the wells had

gone dry. Mobility was limited as neither army would permit civilians to pass

 forward through its lines - though some did reach the Canadians with inform-

ation about a German mortar position. The battle, while it did not flatten

Ortona  reduced it to a shambles, with scarcely a building left undamaged and

debris piled in every street. So many dead were found without uniforms that a

 rumour was started, perhaps by uneasy Canadian consciences, that some para-

 troopers had dressed themselves as civilians. In fact many non-combatants

were caught in paratroop strongpoints under Canadian attack. Days after the

 fighting had stopped, mines and booby traps were still going off, houses were

 collapsing and lives were being lost..
    Refugees nonetheless started filtering back from the countryside and with

 Allied help reconstruction began. A soap manufacturer, his factory in ruins,

 immediately recommenced production with eight employees and no equipment,

 "So that the people can keep dean," he told Seaforth Pte. C. M. Johnson,

 "and keep down epidemics."
    To say the battle liberated the town it smashed would be "doublespeak".

 Yet surviving Ortonans welcomed the change, costly as it was, of occupying

 troops. Even had the Germans not felt betrayed by their Axis partners, they

 had nothing like the Allies' resources for civilian relief.. Antonio di Gia-

 como accuses the Germans of stealing what little food the Ortonans had, as

 wdl as of tormenting women for their own amusement. Canadian soldiers could

 cause trouble when under the influence, but were comparatively friendly and

 unintimidating.
    The dent made in Hitler's Gaeta-Ortona line was in the end not exploited.

 The battle gained us a sea.port and winter billets, and gained the Germans

 time to dig in again some five kilometres up the coast. The decisive struggle

 for Rome - with two Canadian divisions participating - took place the follow-

 ing May and June on the other side of the peninsula.
    Ortona's most celebrated spoils were knowledge and reputation. The victors

 were honoured for their guts and perseverance, and for something else too.

 British war correspondent Fred Majdalany writes:
    "After Ortona the Canadians became the acknowledged experts on street

      fighting. For the rest of the war officers who had been at Ortona
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    "toured the Allied military schools lecturing on street fighting.

    Ortona is a small piece of Canadian history."

And Churchill said of Ortona;

    "Here was fought the first big street fighting battle, and from

    it many lessons were learned,,1'

   These assessments are not utterly fanciful, but they suffer from a common
oversight. The first big street battle (as the Associated Press man had no

trouble recalling) was Stalingrad. The fighting there in 1942 and 1943 lasted

20 times longer than the battle of Ortona,and claimed, outside the city and

in, more than one thousand lives. The Russians, acknowledged or not, were the

experts on street fighting - though their German enemies seem to have learned.

more about it from them than did their western allies.

   In the short run, the most beneficial "lesson of Ortona" may well have

been one it taught the Germans. Cassino apart, the Italian campaign would see

no more protected street battles. Concern for Italy's art treasures vra-s- the

reason Kesselring professed for sparing the townso But he also distrusted

urban warfare, which is always hard for senior officers to control. Ortona's

loss if it did not create this distrust, can only have confirmed it - and

hence confirmed the survival of Rome, Florence, and the rest.

   In the longer run, of course, as a glance at Beirut shows, street fighting
is still around. The Russians, still the experts, believe it may occur even

between nuclear powers. And so skills acquired at Ortona were being taught in

Canadian Forces exercises as recently as 1981.

       Editor's Note;- Occasionally members of our Regiment who spent

        time overseas in the field of battle are interviewed in order

        that a story concerning some aspect of the war might be told.

        The above story is such a story in case you had wondered what

        ever happened to "that fellow" that had asked you all those

        questions about your past. The article was printed as a re-

        minder of the 40th anniversary of the Canadians in Ortona, A

        long way from the celebrations that took place in honor of the

        4.0th anniversary of the landing of the Allied troops in Europe

                               in June, 1944.

Of the dose to 50 veterans listed in the1 Last Post of this magazine, approx-

imately 20 were or had been members of our Association, B.C. or Edmcnton,

On the weekend of October 13/14, 1984, the Officers' Mess Building at Gamp

Harris, our recreation grounds on the west side of Edmonton, was burned to the

ground - completely. All that now remains standing of the building is the

stone fireplace,, Many memories, mostly good, would have gone up in smoke vd.th

the destruction of this building. It is not known at this time whether the

building will be replaced.

H. P. Bell-Irving is the representative or 'Governor' for the district of BG/

Yukon on the board of the Heritage Foundation of Canada, a group dedicated to

the preservation of buildings, etc,, representing the history of Canada.
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    Our annual picnic was again held at Saxe Point Park, outside of Victoria,|

this year. Some ten years ago Owen Browne and I were dominant in re-activating

the B.C. Branch of our Association and this year was our ninth annual picnic.

    Each year, until this one, we have been blessed with good weather. This

year a "spit" of rain was felt at about noon. Off and on light showers con-

tinued throughout the afternoon. The 110 persons attending the picnic accepted

the slight discomfort with equanimity and surely had a great time. No one left

the park until the afternoon was over. One of our visitors remarked to me on

the wonderful family spirit of the Loyal Eddie Association and wished his own

old war unit could demonstrate something similar.

    The opening of the picnic festivities was signalled with the "piping on"

of Gen George Kitching to the saluting base by Piper Angus Grant. Jack Childs

trumpeted the "General Salute".
    General George spoke briefly and mentioned in his words that he had had

a recent visit with General "Chris" Vokes. We sent greetings and best wishes

to Gen Vokes from "his happy warriors of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment" and all

present signed the program which program would be forwarded shortly.

    Bob Dudley was again our Master of Ceremonies and did a masterful job. He

called on our Padre, Brigadier the Very Reverend "Joe" Cardy, who, as always,

inspired us with his invocation. "Joe's" words, as usual, made us think of

our sick and incapacitated comrades, the deceased and our other members who

were not able to be with us. He even included, although not in so many words,

the "Back-sliders" who had written that they would come and then did not show

up. As the Padre blessed them, under my breath I said, "Bad cess to them, may

their consciences really bother them."

    Having observed the "two minutes silence" in memory of our deceased com-

rades, Jack Childs sounded "Last Post" and Angus.Grant piped a "Lament". Then

Jack's "Reveille" alerted us to the fact that we, fortunately, were in the

land of the living and we had better make the best of it.

     Bob gave us a couple of samples of his execrable wit before we moved on

to our "old-timers" ceremony. On parade were Dave Barbour, our perennial,

Dave Petrie, very much our own and one of our chief benefactors and a guest

of his who had served in the 55th Battalion in WW I. General"George"carried

out his usual inspection in spite of the fact that the parade had to be rep-

rimanded for "talking in the ranks". Jack and Doris Childs meanwhile gave us

a spirited rendition of "Boys of the Old Brigade1' followed by their "Old

Soldiers Never Die". The rum ration was tossed back with great gusto, the

youngest man in the group. General "George", only making a distant second in

the "knocking it back" race.
     President Bill Remple then addressed the assembly. He spoke well and

clearly and his listeners enjoyed every minute of it. He welcomed everyone,

especially those who were attending from "off island". Mention was made of

Ralph and Peggy Hayter, Shanty Bay, Ontario; Al Baker, Gibbons, Alta,; "Budge"

Bell-Irving, Vancouver, who, as Bill remarked, needed no introduction; Syd
Fry, Enderby, B.C.(and now moved to the Island); Walter Holmes, Burnaby, B.C.;

Ray Lewis, Trail, B.C.; Bill Graig, Edmontonj S. Simpson and Bob Summersgill,

Vancouver; Charlie Swan, Lloydminster; Dan Smith, Edmonton, now silver-haired,

and introduced as the "demon-butcher" of Spitzbergen. Also in attendance. Col

Sid Thomson, who commanded the Seaforths and served with us for some years in

the Second Brigade.
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     Bill thanked #3 Battalion, PPCLIj for catering ths wonderful meal, also  !

for supplying the tables, chairs and marquees and all else to make us com-

fortable. Also in attendance and receiving an appropriate welcome. Col Merv

McMurray and his charming wife Sally. Col McMurray is the present Commanding

Officer of the Patricias.

    Our President's efforts were roundly applauded, for, in spite of the few-

drops of rain, the speech held the attention of those present. I remarked at-

the time that perhaps Bill should have entered politics, Mulroney could have

found him a place.

    More good fellowship followed and the sounding of "Cookhouse" had the

hungry horde descending on the Chef's marquee. The spread of food was fantas-

tic and the piece de resistance, one hundred and ten pounds of the finest of

salmon, sockeye, barbequed to perfection., I heard more raves over the quality

of the salmon.this year than ever before and, although the tables and the air

were a trifle damp, everyone ate and ate. The Patricia chefs did a wonderful

job and may the blessing of Heaven augment the financial reward which they so

rightfully received.

    Social fraternizing continued until late in the afternoon in spite of the

weather. Members and their guests apparently were reluctant to break up the

party but by 1700 hours. Jack Ghilds, Officer in Charge of Decorations, had

most of his area decorations all down., The Patricia fatigue party had cleaned

up our afternoon's debris.

    So ended another glorious picnic.

    We have many benefactors who, by their generosity, make it possible for

us to put on such. a spread for so little money. I mention here a few out-of-

towners who did not make it to the picnic but mailed in substantial sums of

money to assist uss Bernie Baker, Winfie3-d; Dick Couch, Nanaimo; Kathleen

Guthrie, White Rock; Tommy Huntington, Calgary; Don Jacquest, Vancouver;
Mickey Macdonald, Edmonton; George Moroz, Sheho, Sask; Ralph Paulsen, Dart-

nouth, N.S.; and Kate Wilson, Osoyoos, B.C.

    Not otherwise mentioned but in attendance with us were members of our

widows' club: Mary Beaton, Garry Browne, Sunny Day, Tina Oakey and Valerie
Sheldrake. And other members; Art Bird, Ran Bowen, Jim Craig(minus one arm

but happy); John Dcugan, Bob Dudley, Jim Easterbrook, Pete Ferguson,. Jack

Furnell, Archie Greene, Trevor Jones, Bob Kirkness, Keith MacGregor, Vern

McKeage, Ken McKenzie, Doug Rogers, Fred Stepchuk, Les Taplin, Len Tuppen

and Jim Wiison, plus their wives, friends and children. A marvellous crowd!

    The committee which made all this possible was comprised of our Presi-

dent Bill Remple; Ke,ith MacGregor, who serves as liaison with the Patricias;
Jack Ghilds, grounds, music and decorations; John Dougan, reception and fi-

nance; Bob Dudley, Master of Ceremonies; and yours truly, general factotum.

    The annual picnic having been successfully concluded although not too

succesfd  financially, due in part to the weather, I digress a bit to men-

tion a few other highlights of our Association activities for the year. The

affairs of our B.C.Branch are in good shape and financially we. are well off.
Next year, 1985, with our membership dues being raised to $10.00 per year,

we should be able to pay our running expenses from the revenue which we will

receive. There are always losses on our Annual Dinner as well as the Annual

Picnic so, as in the past, donations are always accepted to overcome these

and sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof. We ha.ve had a good year and

I have enjoyed my small part in it.
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    Over these past years we have been fortunate in being able to publish our

magazine, at one time twice each year, once or twice missing a year and for

the past years it has been printed annually. We have, as well, had a number

of different Editors and it is indeed fortunate for us that they have taken

as much interest in our Association to undertake the chore of producing the

Fortyniner. I mention this at the moment since we are fortunate in having
Barney Olson giving of his time (and it takes quite a bit of time) in prod-

ucing our magazine. Frequently people from different parts of Canada have re-

marked on the excellence of our publication, I don't think that there is a

comparable one anywhere else in Canada. I am sure that I speak for all mem-

bers when I say thank you, Barney, for the job of work you are doing and

please keep it up.
    We here have missed Owen Browne who, as reported elsewhere, passed on to

his reward. Bill Remple, elected to the office of President at our last Gen-

eral Meeting, is doing an excellent job of work filling Owen's shoes but we

still miss Owen. As Kipling wrote:

                "I shall meet him later on,

                 In the place where he has gone,
                 Where it's always double drill and no canteen,

                 He'll be squatting on the coals,

                 Serving drinks to poor damned souls,

                 And I'll get my swig in Hell from Owen Browne."
     You will have read of our Annual Dinner/Meeting which we held in Burnaby

 in February. George Kitching was hospitalized and missed our gathering for

 the first time in many years. We were most happy on the other hand that an-

 other of our V.I.P.s, "Budge" Beli-Irving could be in our midst. We had a

 great time enjoying the comradeship for which our Regiment was justly famous

 in the two World Wars. I mention especially the attendance of "Al" Bryant,

 Dave Barbour and "Pip" Muirhead, all in the vicinity of ninety years old.

 Their example of "turning out" for many different occasions gives none of us

 "younger" ones an excuse to be an absentee,

     God bless you all and keep the old flag flying.

Bill Remple

       President

Jim Stone

  Sec Treas
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    Now that the retirement age is here, and has been now for several years,

there is time to go back to our memories of those early years in England and

sometimes it's worth a few good laughs.

    One time our Regiment was stationed at Eastbourne, on the south coast of

England, and we were scheduled to go out for a week or so to take part in one j

of our "schemes". Prior to going out we were advised that for sure there     @

would be no letters mailed in the civvy mail boxes. Something we weren't

really supposed to do anyway since all our mail was supposed to be censored

before being mailed. I told my girl friend that she shouldn't expect to hear

from me while we were away. We would be gone for only a few days anyway.

    If I remember correctly we got back off the scheme in the morning on a

Saturday. Our return 'home' was around that time that we would be normally

getting our pay so a pay parade was arranged. The MO was always interested in

our health, if I'm not mistaken we had a medical parade at the same time.

    I was waiting in line for my pay when one of the guys came up to me and

said, "Hey, Feldberg, there's an 'elderly lady' waiting outside to see you.

She didn't say wha.t she wanted, I told her I'd let you know she was there."

    So I thought to myself, "An elderly lady, I can't think of anyone such as

that around here that I would know. Maybe she's got the wrong guy. I haven't

got a due who that could be."

    As soon as I got my "two pound ten" I scooted out to see who it was that

wanted to see me. Lc and behold if it wasn't Mrs. Felling, my girl friend's

mother. She had come down on the train from Lancing to find out why her young

daughter's boyfriend hadn't written to her daughter. She hadn't known that we

had gone on a scheme and probably had asked her daughter if she had heard

from me lately and of course the answer would have been 'no'. This, of course,

would be enough to send any mother into a panic and thus she had "dropped

down" to pay me a small visit and. maybe get things 'straightened out'.

    I took a few minutes to explain to Mrs. -Felling what had really happened,

that I really had a reason for not writing, and I managed to convince her that

everything was strictly on the up and up. So I rushed off to my Corporal, Wag-

staff I believe it was, and got myself a weekend pass for Lancing.

    When we got to Lancing Mrs. Felling kind of "disappeared" as though noth-

ing had happened and then after some twenty minutes or so had gone by she

showed up large as life as though nothing had ever: happened.

    Everything turned out for the best. Margaret, the daughter, and I got

married in May, 1943, and not too long after that our Regiment left on it's

journey to Sicily.

    I managed.to get wounded three times over the period July, 1943, to Oct-

ober, 1944, none too serious, and made it back. Being wounded in 1944 did have

a bearing on my getting back to Canada early.

    Now that we have had time to think back about it all, I often wonder where

the "elderly lady" bit came in. My, at that time, future mother-in-law, would

not have as yet reached the age of fifty. Margaret and I have lived in the
Evansburg vicinity these many years since the ware Now in our 60s we remember

the good life we have had, a good family that we have raised.

    We don't see too many 49ers now except when we manage to make it out to

one of the reunions,, Anytime you are passing through Evansburg, drop in, we're

almost always at home.

                                                    Ivan Feldberg
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    The migration to the northern part of our province began early, if you

had an R.V. you might just get the best spot in the picnic grounds. So some

arrived on Thursday, others on Friday and the majority on Saturday. By the

time all these homes on wheels arrived there were at least fifteen of them.

Then others arrived and stayed in a motel and some with friends.

    This was not an 'organized' picnic, just a gathering of-old comrades. The

only things arranged for before hand were the site itself and then there were

the arrangements for food and refreshments, always a necessary arrangement.

    The picnic site has been used before by our people and it is a really

good one. It belongs to the local branch of the Grande Prairie Legion, sits

on the top of a hill and you can see for miles. It overlooks Hermitage and

Bear Lakes and really presents a beautiful view of the area-
     There is ample parking space for those who have come in an R.V. and all

the necessary facilities are there. This includes a good building that can be

used for a shelter in case of bad weather. The last time we were here this

building came in very handy since it rained pretty good. This year the weath-

er for- the weekend was perfect. Mind you for those who stayed over for an ex-

tra day, Monday, on that day it rained and rained.
     As mentioned previously, there was no official program made out for this

 gathering. One wasn't needed. For some who had taken along their golf clubs

there is an excellent golf course nearby. Otherwise it was a matter of many

 stories, visiting with those you haven't been in touch with for many years.

     We can't thank enough the wives of our members and for that matter our

 Grande Prairie district members who each time we hold a picnic up there

they insist on going to so much work to supply and prepare all the food that

 is set out on the tables. There is so much excellent food it's no -wonder our

 members from up there look in such good shape. So our greatest thanks to

 those wives who went to all that work. Thanks also to the Grande Prairie

 Legion for the use of their grounds and the supply of some refreshments.

     "Pop" Morgan, as has been his task for several years, supplied the decks

 of "old cards" for the odd little raffle. Sales were good and the resulting

 profits were turned over to Walter Wills. His job was to see that all the

 ladies who had given so much of their time and groceries would be given a

 'night out' in appreciation. They weren't going to go until the harvest was

 all finished but with all the bad weather since then we trust they were able

 to choose a night.
     Names for the majority of those in attendance are listed in the para-

 graph which follows. We might mention some of them, however. ERNIE WHITE

 after some time in hospital and lots of rest is now indeed looking good; BILL

 PURVES, as mentioned in Wandering Boy, fell of f a haystack away back in March

 and broke some bones. He is still recuperating, uses a cane and eats some

 pills but no alcoholic beverages as long as he is on medication. GORDIE ROS3

 from the Vets' Home, Edmonton, was there but we don't see his name listed.

 "SWEDE" BERGET had hoped to make it but instead made a trip to a hospital

 and there had an operation en his throat and is now doing well. BILL FORESTER,

 former CSM, Support Company appeared on the scene. He hasn't been around since

 the end of the hostilities, lives in. Peace River. "IKE" McCALLUM made it back

 to this side of the mountains after many years of absence. E.A."VINO11 SMITH

 came by plane from Edmonton. There were others, space does not permit a mention,
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     A near complete list of those who attended the picnic would be; Owen Hugh-

 son, Parksville, B.C.; Archie McCalium, Vancouver; Norman and Mary Dack, End-

 erby, B.C.; Springy and Lou Spring-steel and Bill ard Pat Smith, Thorsby, Alta;

 Charlie and Gladys Swan, Lloydminster; Buck and Dorothy Getschel, Sherwood

 Park; Hal Varty, Swan Hills; Orville and Maureen Endicote, Dawson Creek; Joe

 Turions, Pat Ireland, High Prairie; Bill Dunbar, Gourtena.y, B.C.; "Pop" and

 Isobel Morgan, Rochester, Alta; Mike and Ruth Antonio, Hythe, Alta; Al Bak^r.

 Gibbons, Alta; Margarette Atkinson, Gibbons, Alta; Walter Wills, Hythe; Sam

 Atki.nson, Goodfare, Alta; Jessie and Colin White, Spirit River, Alta; Ella,

 and Jimmy Duncan, Clairmont, Alta; Bill and Anna Purves, Hythe; Golin Wismer,
 Mirror, Alta; Percy and Phyllis Darlington, Victoria; Marion and Francis Les3-

 sard, McLennan, Alta; Rob Jardine, Ardrossan, Alta; Jacob Goertzen, Valhalla,
 Alta; J.B.McDonald, Mayerthorpe, Alta; Gus and Dorothy Schame.horn, Notikewin^

 Alta; J.Smith, Athabasca, Alta; Anne and Sam Lenko, Sangudo, Alta; Bill and

 Art Forester, Peace River, Alta; Charlie and Loreen Whelan, Rycroft, Alta;
 R.R.Morgan, Sexsmith, Alta; K.Wyatt, Qualicum Beach, B.C.; Louise and Vie5

Lawrence, Rycroft, Alta; From Grande Prairie: Peg Walker, Jean Rocney, Eileen

and Donald Thomson, Chris Thomson, Vera and Bob Kennedy, Ernie and Nettie

White, F.H. Hollo-way, Tom and Betty Belford. From Edmonton, Ralph and Peggy

 Craven, Wally and Betty McVee, Ernie Smith, Marie and Marshall Baydalla, "

Danny and Grace Smith, Bill and Ann Shaw, -Ed and Peggie Boyd, Estilla March-

ment, Flo Dean, Gord McVee, Roger Dupuis, Clare and Jim Botsfcrd, Marcel Tet-

tamente, Ron and Kay LeBas, Jim and Sally Foote, Doug Turner, Peggy and Alex

Bolinski, Gus Ca.mpbdl, Jess St Pierre, Howard and Doris Bone, Rdly Castagner.

Harvey Farreil@ This list accounts for the most of those who were there.

    And reversing 'normal procedure' after an excellent affair such as r,his

has been held. a note was received from the caretakers at the picnic grounds:

    "Just wanting to convey our thanks and appreciation for your wonderful

    hospitality and thoughfulness. We hope you all had a wonderful time and

    hope to see you all again in the near future. Take care all. God bless".

                                  Darcy & Barbara Sask & Family,

                                                  Hermit Lake Park

    And from Tom and Betty Belford who did most of the arranging for the

Picnic,

    "Just a short note to say thank you to all the 49ers tha.t travelled

    to the Peace River country to make the 1984, 49ers Picnic, such a

    success. We are very grateful for the friendly way in which each and

    everyone mixed and enjoyed each others company. That is what makes

    it such a nice week-end. Hoping to welcome you back in August  1986

    should you decide to hold another picnic then.

    A big thank you is in order for Bob Kennedy who was instrumental in

    obtaining the picnic sight and to the Grane Prairie Legion for the

    use of one of the most beautiful spots in the country, as well as for

    their continued support. We will be forever grateful,, Thank you, also,
    to all local 49ers and their wives - you make planning a picnic'such

    fun."

                                        Lovs and best wishes to all,

                                                  Tom and Betty Belford
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BLACKHALL, David L, - M 16493, passed away April 6, 1984 at age 73, Vancouver

BELCOURT, William - passed away April, 1984. A veteran of WW I and WW II, L

                  Edmn R and PPCLI. Lived in St. Albert, Alta.

BROWN, Bob - M 16301, passed away March 14, 1984, at Abbotsford, B.C...Bob was

                  raised in the Vermilion area and went to school there. He

                  joined our Regiment in 1939 and went overseas that year as a
                  member of the transport section. Later on he transferred to

                  an anti-tank regiment.

BROWNE, Owen R. - LCol, passed away December 25, 1983, Victoria, B.C. see

                  elsewhere for details.

BRYANT, Albert J. "Al11 - ^78165, WW I, passed away August 31, 1984, at age 89,

                  while a resident of S.Burnaby, B.C.. "Al" was a member of

                  our B.C.Association for many years and always turned up at

                  the Banquet or Picnic for the "lineup" of the Old Guard. He

                  originally joined the 128th Bn in Moose Jaw, Sask., WW I,

                  but served in France with the 49th.

COADY, Ivan James - Captain and M 16417, passed away July 9, 1984, at age_62

                  while living in Ontario. Ivan was an original with our signal

                  platoon, received his commission in July, 1943. Prior to the

                  outbreak of war he was a well known hockey player.

 GRUIGKSHANK, William R. - M 16062, Sgt, passed away at age 67, May 8, 1984, at

                  Grande Prairie, Alta. Bill was a Past President of the Nampa

                  Branch, Royal Canadian Legion.

 DOWLING, Raymond C. - M 30863, LCpl, August 6, 1984, at age 63, in Williams

                  Lake, B.C. - no other details available.

 DEMARIS, Arthur W. - at age 63, passed away July 9, 1984, in Medicine Hat,

                  Alta. Art was a member of our Regiment as well as for some

                  time a member of the Service Corps.

 DERBYSHIRE, George - passed away October 14, 1983, at Drumheller, Alta. after

                   a lengthy illness. George corresponded with the Association

                   and often mentioned his desire to attend one of our reunions

                   but his ill health didn't allow.his being with us.

 GOULD  Alt - CQMS, M 15510, passed away July 25, 1984, in Edmonton, Alta, Alt
      ?           was for many years QM of "A" Company, WW II, of our Edmonton

                   Regiment. Following his Army discharge he was with the Edmon-

                   ton School Board, Shortly after his retirement from the

                   School Board he became ill and went to live at the Dickens-

                   field Nursing Home where he remained until his passing. Mrs.

                   Gould, his wife, remains a patient in the same nursing home,

DOWLING.



LASTPOST
 GANSKE, George W. - at age 59, passed away on January 5, 1984. He was a res-

                   ident of Westbank, B.C. as well as Spruce Grove, Alta.

 GRAMS, H.G. - M 17449, passed away September 30, 1984; age 72, Edmonton.

 GORSLINE, James R. - M 16677, passed away October 8, 1983, age 76, in ^rrey

                   B.C.. Jim was a member of our B.C.Association.

 GUNN, Henry H. - Cpl, M 65387, passed away September 1983, no other details

                   available,

 HORTON, Edward "Ted" - M 15872, passed away May 7, 1984, in Edmonton, age 76.

                   Ted proceeded overseas with the Regiment in 1939, He had

                   spent almost all his life in the newspaper business having

                   started out working for his father in Vegreville. He joined

                   our Regiment from Vegreville and following his discharge in

                   1945, went to work for the Edmonton Bulletin. Following this

                   he purchased the News of The North newspaper, in Yellowknife,

                   and spent a number of years there doing two terms as the

                   Mayor of Yellowknife while he was there. Having sold his

                   paper he went to work for the Federal Government as a liaison

                   and information officer in the Territories. He then became

                   fully retired moving to Edmonton where he spent the rest of

                  his days.

  HUGHES, Frederick - 432106, enlisted 49th Bn January 4, 1915, and M 15506

                  having enlisted in the Edmonton Regiment in 1939. He went

                   overseas as a member of "A" Company. Later on he left our
                  Regiment and during that time became an RSM in charge of

                  P.T. Military District ^13. He passed away March 27, 1983,

                  St. Albert, Alberta, age 88.

 JOHNSON, John E. - M 36688, passed away in Calgary, October 17, 1983. No

                  other details available.

LANGSTON, William B. - Captain and M l646l. Passed away in Calgary, June 22

                  1984, after a lengthy illness, age 66. Bill was a member

                  of our Regiment overseas for a lengthy period, for a time

                  was our Orderly Room Sergeant then returned to Canada for

                  his commission. He returned to our Regiment in Italy as a

                  Lieutenant. Bill was also a member of the Canadian contin-

                  gent which took part in the Korean conflict.

LEROY, Darnell - 696570 and H 59564, WW I and WW II. Passed away October 8,

                  1983, in Vancouver, at age 97. He was a member of the 31st

                  Bn as well as the 49th Bn in WW I.

LOMAS, Albert - M 15730, passed away September 1, 1984, age 80, while a res-

                  ident of the Mewburn Veterans' Home, Edmonton. Albert went

                  overseas with the Regiment in 1939.



LASTPOST
MACDONALD, Carl A. - M 15585, passed away December 10, 1983, in Edmonton,

                  Alta., after a number of years of ill health, Carl went over-

                  seas with our Regiment as a Corporal and later became GQMS

                  of "C" Company.

MARTEL, Albert M 67413, passed away June 4, 1984, age 66, a member of the

Grande Prairie Branch, Canadian Legion.

MITCHELL, Cyril M. - M 16305, passed away May 24, 1984, at age 63, a resident

                  of St. Albert, Alta,-. Cy transferred from our Regiment to

                  the Canadian Provost Corps and following his discharge from

                  the Forces was a member of the Edmonton City Police force

                  for a number of years. For many years he was actively in-
                  volved with the Boy Scout movement. While with our Regiment

                  he-was a member of the "I" Section, Bn HQ.

MOORE, Albert E, - M 45290, CSM, passed away in 1983, August 4, living in

                  the Vermilion area. He was a member of our Regiment as well

                  as being with the South Alberta Regiment.

NASH, Julien - a member of the 49th Bn, WW I, he passed away in Calgary at

                  the age of 94 years. Previous to his death he was the oldest

                  surviving member of the North West Mounted Police having
                  joined the police in Edmonton in 1908 at 60 cents per day.

                  He fought at Ypres and the Somme, was discharged in 1917

                  having been wounded at that time by shrapnel.

0'CONNOR, Michael J. - M 17172, passed away in Calgary, March 23, 1984, at
                  age 65. No other details available,,

PARDEE, Frederick M. - M 15546 and Major, passed away June 4, 1984, in Edmon-

                  ton at age 77" Fred went overseas with the Regiment in 1939

                  as a corporal then being promoted to Platoon Sgt Major, He

                  was discharged with the rank of Major in 1945, went back to

                  work for Northwestern Utilities Gas Co, until his retirement
                  in 1967- He retired to Osoyoos, B.C., but at his passing was

                  a resident of a nursing home in Edmonton.

PLENTY, James W, - passed away April 29, 1984, a resident of California, Jim

                  was a member of the 49th Bn, WW I.

PURDY, Donald M. - WW I, was killed in a car accident, along with his wife,

                  June 5, 1984, while a resident of Rich Valley, Alta.. He had

                  been an active member of the Royal Canadian Legion for 58

                  years.

RATTRAY, T. J, - M 16354 and WW I, passed away September l6, 1983, at age 87

                  at Lethbridge, Alta,

SCHEUERMAN, Victor - at age 66, passed away September 28, 1984, a resident

                  of Sherwood Park, Alta.



LASTPOST
SHELDRAKE, William E, - M 15712, passed away April 10, 1984, at age 81. Bill

                  was a member of our B.C.Association in Victoria. He had serv-
                  ed with our Regiment in Sicily and following his discharge

                  from the Army was a Postman in the Victoria district until
                  his retirement in 1968.

STARLING, Cave - passed away August 29, 1984, at age 69, a resident of Med-  *

                  ici.ne Hat. Cave served with us as a Lieutenant originally as

                  a member of "A11 Company, no other details are availalble.

SWAMSON, Bert - M 37244, passed away February 10, 1984, at age 70. Bert was

                  a resident of Calgary, had served with our Regiment for a

                  number of years overseas. Or. his discharge he worked for the

                  City of Calgary for many years retiring in 1978.

TODD, Robert A. - M 15639, passed away in Saskatoon, May 8, 1984, at age 81.

                  He proceeded overseas with our Regiment in 1939, no other

                  details.

THRUSSELL, Leslie R. - MM, L 12090, a member of the L Edmn R and the South
                  Sask Regiment, Passed away December 29, 1983, at age 63,

                  while a resident of the Moose Jaw, Sask. area.

TREMBLAY, Michael - M 17337, passed away March 2, 1984, at age 68, a resid-

                  ent of Edmonton, Alta- Following his discharge in 1945,

                  Mike became market manager at the Edmonton City Market never

                  missing a days work while he was employed there. He had re-

                  tired from his position at the market in 1979-

WEISNER, Frank J.'- M 15897 and known to us as Frank Seleski during his long
                  stay with our Regiment. Frank passed away July 26, 1984, in

                  Edmonton. While with our Regiment he was well known as "B"

                  Company's top notch cook.

WAINES, Albert W. - L103482, passed away December 18, 1983, while living in

                  the Vancouver area. He is listed as being a member of the

                  L Edmn R in WW II, no other details available.

       IN MEMORY OF
       &LL RANKS OF

             the

          49th Bn
             and

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

who gave up their lives for
Sovereign and Country in the
cause of freedom and to com-
memorate the actions fought

     by the Regiment.

   They shall not grow old,

As we that are left grow old 5

   Age shall not weary them

    Nor the years condemn,

 At the going down of the sun

      And in the morning

    We will remember them.



LASTPOST

GOODISON, H. - K 66331, passed away December 7, 1983, at age 62, a resident

                  of the Salmon Arm, B.C. district.

WARD, A. - M 16542, passed away December 3, 1983,' known to many of us as

                  'Little Chief.

MacDQNALD, Richard G. - M104119, at age 62, passed away January 1984, at

                  Kelowna, B.C.

HELLQ.UIST, Ernest - M 56107, passed away May 13, 1984, at age 72, a resident

                  of the Edmonton district.

BALDRY, Keith - M 35503, passed away June 29, 1984, at age 63. Keith was a

                  long time resident of Worsley, Alta.

HERNBERG, Stanley - M 67566, passed away February 13, 1984, at age 64, at

                  Mission, B.C.

 COCKRIELL, Joseph H. - M 15772, Cpl, A Company, passed away July 23, 1984

                  at age 77, Calgary, Alberta.

                              ANOTHER WW I VETERAN

     Until April 29, 1984, there were four living members of #12 Platoon, 49th

 Bn, Edmonton Regiment, WW I. There was Charlie Blakely, Edmonton, myself Al

 Cantin, Calif., representing the original Battalion that left Edmonton in

 1915, also Alex Hyde, B.C. and James W. Plenty, Calif. Our ranks were reduced

 by one when on the above April date Jim Plenty checked out for that better

 place that awaits us all.
     Both Jim Plenty and Alex Hyde came to the 49th at Bruay while we were

 out training for the Vimy affair. Both at the time were obviously under age

 and were greeted by a platoon sergeant of their same age. They were not too
 impressed by me (the platoon sergeant) as they no doubt expected at least a

 mature individual to lead them into battle.

     Anyway, we all made it to Vimy with Alex Hyde getting knocked out the

 first day and Jim Plenty was with me on a fatal and foolish attempt to take

 over an assumed empty trench at the foot of the hill we were trying to take.

     A first-time young officer with us and over-conscious of his orders det-

 ermined to proceed - he very soon got killed. Jim Plenty just had to stand

 up to see what was going on up ahead, he got a bullet through his shoulder.

 Jim Plenty made it to "Blighty" but came back before too long.

     I have been in touch with both Jim Plenty and Alex Hyde for these many

 years since WW I and we have had many a good laugh about the "Kiddy-Corps"

 called #12 Platoon - we had eight underage kids including the platoon sgt.

     Jim Plenty passed away in a hospital in California attended by his

 family. He had been given every help available by modern day medicine. Old

 "Father Time" is not, however, to be denied.

     Charlie Blakely is the oldest living member of our "bunch" with Dave

 Barbour, Victoria, being close behind, Alex Hyde and I follow at 85.

                     Best regards from.       The Gantins - Frankie and Al



N_AME^S_ and ADDRESSES
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R. Adair

W. Adair

L Ahlstrom

G. F. Bud Allan

A. Ambrose

Mike Antonio

G. J. Armstrong

Harry Atkinson

Sam Atkinson

     Edgar J, Bailey

     Al Baker

      Len Baker

      Joe. Basarab

      Stan Bath

     Marshal Baydala

      Ed Beaudry

     Miles Beaten

     Howard Becker

     T. H. Belford

     L. Bednar

     T. Benson

     Jack Birmingham

     A. J. Black
'..'W I R. C. Blakely

     R. R. Blakely

     Stanley Blomberg

     Alex Bolinski

     Howard Bone

     Jim Botsford
     R. Bower

WW I Harry Bowzailo

     Ed Boyd

     Dave Boyer

     R. A. Bradburn

     A. Brass

     Fred Brier-

     Bill Brinton

     0. L. Brooksher

     G. G. Brown

     Mel Brown

     John Budz ins Id-

     James Burndred

     D. T. Burns

     Alex Burrows

     Shierlaw Burry

     Rowland Butterwick

     A. R. Gampbell
'@@^W I J. A. Camire

     A. M. Gus Campbell

R R #2, Site 11, Box 21,

12529 - 109A Ave

38 Braeside Gresc

Box 513

Box. 364

11139 - 54A Ave

Box 70

#713, 515 Lang's Drive

Box 1141
#3, 10625 - 107 Ave

Box 573

Box 2042

12771 - 118 St

Box 2, Site 201, R R #2

12311 - 105 St

2013 - 34 Ave S W

9812 - 91 Ave
9866 - 79 Ave

Box 1501

4312 - 105 Ave
R R #1. F&lun

11719 - 125 St
11319 - 56 St

Spruce Grove, Alta

Edmonton Alta

Sherwood Park Alta

Killam, Alta

Lake Isle Alta

Hythe, Alta

Edmonton Alta

Creston B.C.

Goodfare Alta

Cambridge Ont

Gibbons Alta

Edmonton Alta

High Prairie Alta

Wainwright Alta

Edmonton Alta

Tofield Alta

Edmonton Alta

Calgary Alta

Grande Prairie Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Falun Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta
Vets' Home 11140 University Ave Edmonton Alta

9720 - 80 Ave
12110 - 59 St
7123 - 171 St
#4, 11327 - 95 St
12315 - 87 St
5904 Fulton Rd
5003 1st N W
1506 Valhalla Apts, 11370
11842 - 12.6 St
54 Fulton Ave
Box 1571
8926 - 80 Ave
844 Oakside Circle S W
Box 415
10240 - 122 St
6211 - 18 St S E
11724 - 48 Ave
1041 Chateau Cresc

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Calgary Alta

- 99 Ave Edmonton

 Edmonton Alta

 Ottawa Ont

 Barrhead Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Calgary Alta

 Yellowknife N W T

 Edmonton Alta

 Calgary Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Orleans Ont

 Fallis Alta

 Brownfield Alta

#2. Legion Lodge 79 Patterson Cresc Red Deer

#21 Ottewell Lodge, 6675 - 92 Ave, Edmonton

4512 - 109 Ave             Edmonton Alta

 TOE 2CC

 T5M 2H8

 T8A 3M8

 TCB 2LO

 TOE 1HO

TOH 2CO
T6H OW3

 VOB 1GO

TOH 1TO

N3H 4L1

TOA 1NO

T5H OW5

TOG 1EO

TOB 4PO

T5E 5K9

TOB 4JO

T5G 2P2

T2T 2C4

T8V OG2
T6E 1R1

T5J 2N7
T6A OZ9

TOC 1HO

T5M ON7

T5W 335
T6G 1Y6

T6E 157

T5W 3Y3

T5T 2R1

T5G 1L2

T5B 3P1
T6A 3T2

T2K 0X7

T5K OH2

T5L OV9
K1S 4Y6

TOG OEO
T6C OT7

T2V 4P7

X1A 1W5

T5N 1L9

T2C OM4
T6H OE6

K1C 2C9

TOE OVO

TOC ORO

T4P U4
T6B OS3

T6A 1R5
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R. Castagner
Elman Charles

Joe Chenger
S. Ghettleborough

E. F. Clausen

Art Colbeck

Doug Gollins

P. H. Cote

Leo Coty

Ken Coupland

Ed Cox

Bill Craig

Ralph Craven
W. T. Bill Cromb

Don Cunningham

 Earl Cutler

Andy Dahl
 Wally Da vies

 Joe Decoine

 Ted Dombroski

 S. T. Drew

 M. Drewicki

 Jimmy Dun can

 R. J. Dupuis

 R. R. Duquette

 Joe Dusseault

 E. G. Edey
 A. J. Edge

 G. A. English

 I. G. Edwards

 A. J. Erickson

 Herman Erickson
 J. D. Escott

 Harvey Farrell

 Ivan Feldberg

 C. J. Feldman

 B. R. Ferguson
 H. G. Field

 S. Fisher

 J. Fleck

 Jim Foote

 W. H. Forester

 Henry Forgie

 Colin Eraser

 Ken Froland

 H. J. Funk

  Fred Gale

#602, 10185 - 115 St

52 Franklin Dr S E

2028 - 19 St S

12014 - 105 St

10635 - 75 St

#402, 117 - 23 Ave S W

615 - 36 St S W

11519 - 136 St

12103 - 107 St

Box 222
Box 30 R R #3

430 Richfield Rd
4116 - 126 St

80 Cleadon Dr Nepean

10520 - 75 St

#864 Erin Place

#406, 10625 - 99 Ave

#109, 2010 Ulster Rd N W
 "216, 5210 - 106 St

 7624 - 83 St

 10571 - 50 St

 11930 - 63 St
 Box 114

 8513 - 89 St

 11103 - 34 St

 20 Alpine Blvd

 Site 2, Comp 6, R R 6

 9319 - 70 Ave

 Box 400

 22 Mollard Cresc

 4701 - 45 St

 Box 382

 7656 - 91 Ave

 Box 536

 9244 - 186 St

 10440 - 78 Ave

 14018 - 100 Ave

 Box I486

 #304, 11720 - 124 31

 54 Rim Rd
 9526 - 86 Ave

 13035 - 117 S1

 R R #2

 407 - 7 W Duarte Rd

 9738 - 71 Ave

  634 - 25 Ave N W

Edmonton Alta

Calgary Alia

Lethbridge Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Calgary Alta

Calgary Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Golden B C

Courtenay B C

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Ottawa Ont

Edmo nt on Alta
Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

 Calgary Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Clairmont Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 St Albert Alta

 Kelowna B C

 Edmonton Alta

 Two Hills Alta

 Regina. Sask

 Camrose Alta

 Delburne Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Evansburg Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton, Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Barrhead Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Peace River Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Balzac Alta

 Arcadia CA USA

 Edmonton, Alta

  Calgary Alta

T5K 1T4

T2H OT9

T1K 2C4

T5G 2N5
T6A 2Z8

T2S OH9

T3C 1R1

T5M 1M4

T5G 2S8

VOA 1HO
V9N 5M8
T6K 3S6

T6J 2A4

K2H 5P3
T6A 2Z7

T5T 1M6

T5K OG1

 T2N 4C2
 T6H 2S9
 T6G 2Y6

 T6A 2C5

 T5W 4G3

 TOH OWO
 T6C 3K4

 T5W 1Y8

 T8N 2M7

 V1Y 7R3
 T6E OT8

 TOB 4KO
 S4T 6J2

 T4.V 1E1

 TOM OVO

 T6C 1P8

 TOE OTO

 T5T 1R5
 T6E IP 2

 T5N OJ3

 TOG EOE

 T5M OL1
 T6P 1C2

 TOH 2X0

 T5E 5J9

 TOM OEO
 91006

 T6E OW6

 T2M 2A9



 Fred Gaschnitz

 Cliff Gates

 D. W. Gaulter

 Carl Geeraert

 Buck Getschel

 Henry Giesbrecht
 A. A. Gilchrist

 L. Gill

 Jacob Goertzen

 M. A. Gould

 Don Gower

 E, G. Greene

 J. W, Guay

 Harry Haddon

 Rev W. Hall

 George Henderson

 Bob Hidson

 Tom Hidson

 Pat Ireland

 H. Jackson

 Sid James

Ted James

R. Jardine

D. Johnson

0. Ec Jones

Stan Jones

Sid Jones

S, M. Kawalilak

R, J. Kirkness

Steve Kmiech

Bob Knox

M. Krewusik

Joe Kumka

L. P. LaMarche

Vie Lawrence

F. J. Leach-

Ron LeBas

Sam Lenko

Jack Lidgett

Earl Logan

Steve Lotoski

Mel Lund

G. Mack-

Ray Madore

Stan Mapstone
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12832 - 127 St             Edmonton Alta

12210 - 123 St             Edmonton Alta
R R #1                     Thorsby Alta

#201, 400 Pemberton Terrace Kamloops B C

 13409B - 119 St

 3212 Carol Drive N W
 613 - 19 St S

 Box 302

 Box 82
 Box 69

 6223 - 128 St

 #31, 10160-119 St

 Gen Del

 2185 Major MacKenzie Dr

 Box 3483
 14216 - 58A Ave

 6424 - 84 St

 885 Renfrew St

 Box 1199
 10963 - 130 St

 Box 100
 #105, 9420 - 92 St

 53334 Rge Rd 213
#73, 10710 - 40 Ave

R R #2

10603 - 128 Ave

10342 - 145 St

8716 - 135 Ave

#9, 11672 - 224 St

7012 - 92A Ave
17716 - 94 Ave

#310, 5210 - 106 St

1195 Sherburn St

12147 - 107 St

Box 337
Box 563

6915 - 92B Ave

11643 - 95 St

#7, 908 - 102 Ave

11215 - 52 St

13323 - 114 St

13 Yew Court

33 Sylvia. St

Box 1175

 Edmonton Alta

 Calgary Alta

 Lethbridge Alta

 Spirit River Alta

 Valhalla Centre Alta

 Consort Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Perryvale Alta

 Maple Ont

 Ft Saskatchewan Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

Winnipeg Man

 High Prairie Alta

 Edmonton Alta

Kflam Alta

Edmonton'Alta

Ardrossan Alta

Edmonton Alta

Tofield Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Maple Ridge B C

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Winnipeg Man

Edmonton Alta

Rycroft Alta

Eds on, Alta

Edmonton Alta

Sangudo Alta

Edmonton Alta

Daw-son Creek B C

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Sherwood Park Alta

Barrie Ont

Vermilion Alta

 T5L 1A7
 T5L OH6

 TOC 2PO

 V2C 1T3

 T5E 5M9
 T2L OK6

 T1J 3G8

 TOH 3GO

 TOH 3MO

 TOC 1BO
 T6H 3X2

 T5K 1Y9

 TOG 1TO

 LOJ 1EO
 T8L 2T4
 T6H 1E3

 T6E 2W9

 R3N 1K5

 TOG 1EO
 T5M OZ6

 TOB 2LO
 T6C 3S1

 TOB OEO
 T6J 2L8

TOB 4JO

T5E OJ2

T5N 2X7

T5E 1N3

V2X 529
T6B 5T8

T5T 3G8
T6H 2S9

R3E 2N3

T5G 2S8

TOH 3AO

TOE OPO
T6B OW1

TOE 2AO
T5G 1L71

V1G 2B7

T5W 3H8

T5E 5E3

T8A 1H8

L4M 5J2

TOB 4MO
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  John Martin

  Alex Matheson

  J. P. Maxwell

I Vie Mew
  D. G. Miller

  George Miller

  S. Mitchell

  R. A, Monaghan

  Bill Moody

  Merv Morgan

  R. R. Morgan

  Ed Morris

  Owen Moses
   James F. Mulvey

   Len Mundorf

   D, B. Mundy

   A. Ho Murray

   H. A, Murray
   Syd Murrell

   R. MacDonald

   Bob MacEachern

   J. MacLean

   Dave McAra

   P. McBratney

   H. McCulloch

   Jack McCulloch
   J. B. McDonald

   M. A, McKain

   Hugh McKay

   A, McLaren
   F. S. Sam. McLe.od

   Wally McVee

   Gord McVee

   W. Nalesnik

   A. Newstead

   A.C.Norlander

   Barney Olson

   Alex Papirnick

   Bill Parry

   Frank Pasula

   W. 0. Paterson

    Tony Pavlin

    H. L. Peters

    Frank Petley

    Art Phillips

    Jesse Pittman

    R. Playdon

    J. P. Poirier

147 Juniper Ave
Box 305 Sunset Manor,110

Box 220
10410 - 111 Ave  #455

107 Main Terrace
10435 - 104 Ave

5425 - 109 St
Box 2
11227 - 126 St

Box 54
R R #2

9519 - 140 Ave

7504 - 75 St

141 El Crystal Dr

12719 - 93 St
Oakley Farms R R #3

 5624 - 114A St

 4407 Queen St

#808, 2888 - 273 St

  Sherwood Park Alta

W Jasper St, Hinton

  St Adolphe Man
  Edmonton Alta

  Sherwood Park Alta

  Grande Prairie Alta

  Edmonton Alta

  Morden Man

  Edmonton Alta

  Rochester Alta

   Sexsmi.th Alta

   Edmonton Alta

   Edmonton Alta

   Santa Rosa CA  USA

   Edmonton Alta

   Carp Ont

   Edmonton Alta

   Regina Sask

   Aldergrove B C

#906, 10040 - 116 St
Vets' Home, 111.40 Universi

5520 Riverbend Rd

11215 - 53 St

699 Buck Rd

12109 - 85 St

11839 - 127 St

Box 179
872-7 - 77 Ave

11603 - 122 St

 22406 Twp Rd 520

 Box 783
#201, 11230 St Albert Tr

 11916 - 51 St

Box 142
5823 - 119 Ave
11223 - 56 St

11313 - 103 St

16617 - 102B Ave

4615 - 45 St
Box 234, 516-3 St S E

Box 65

#1802, 140-10 Ave S W

3212 Lancaster Way S W

4215 - 37 St
#Box 1067
Box 10, Site 10, R R #4

#211, 10421 - 142 St

 Edmonton Alta
ty Ave, Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Kelowna B C

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Mayerthorpe Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Sherwood Park Alta

 Grenfell Sask

 Edmonton Alta

 Edmonton Alta

 Perry vale Alta

 Maidstone Sask

  Edmonton Alta

  Edmonton Alta

  Edmonton Alta

  Edmonton Alta

  Camrose Alta

  Reddiff Alta

  Sunnybrook Alta

  Calgary Alta

  Calgary Alta

  Red Deer Alta

  Jasper Alta
  Stony Plain Alta

  Edmonton Alta

T8A 2G6

TOE 1BO

ROA ISO

T5G 3A2

T8A OR7

T8V 1G1
T6H 3A7

ROG 1JO

T5M OR3

TOG 1ZO

TOH 3 GO

T5E 529
T6E 2W7

95407

T5E 3S9

KOA 1LO
T6H 3M9

 S4S 5Y8

 VOX 1AO

 T5K 1V7
 T6G 1Y6

 T6H 5G9

 T5W 3K8

 V1.W 1N6

 T5B 3G5

 T5L OZ2

 TOE 1NO
 T6G OL6

 T5M OB6

 T8C 1E5

 SOG 2BO

 T5M 3P2

 T5W 3G4

 TOG 1TO

 SOM 1MO

 T5W 1J4

 T5W 3S3

 T5G 2H8

 T5P 4G9

 T4V 2V3

 TOJ 2PO

 TOC 2MO

 T2R OA3

 T3E 5W4
 T4N OT6

 TOE 1EO

  TOE 2GO

  T5N 2P4



 W. A. Polhill

  H. Poult on

  H.O.W.Powell

  W. Preuss

  R. Prowd

  Bill Purves

  J. H. Quart on
  F. K. Reesor

 R. H. Rhodes

  J. W. Robertson
 A, W. Robinson

  Jim Rogers

 Ken Rootes

 George Ross
 W. H. ROSS

 Jack Rosser

 Max Rudyk

 L. Ryan

 J.F.St Pierre

 A. Sawan

 M Sawchyn

 Gus Schamehorn

 Ed Schening
 J. D. Scott

 C. J. Sloan

 Howard Shantz

 Jim Sharkey
 J. C. Shaw
 Bill Shaw

: C,, F. Shoubridge

 G. A. Smart

 Dar. Smith
 E. A. Smith

 J. G. Smith

 W. D. Bill Smith

         winter
 Jim Spencer

 E. R. Springste.el

   winter- F8 647625

 J. Squarok

 Tony Stark

 Ken Stewart

 L. E. Stewart

 A. J. Storrier

 Bob Strong

 Joe Suiter

 C. F. Swan

9339 - 83 StEdmonton Alta

3014 Hyde StOttawa Ont

12224 - 80 StEdmonton Alta
1161.5 - 70 St .. Edmonton Alta

239 Grandin VillageSt Albert Alta
Box 268Elora Ont

#702, 10160 - 115 StEdmonton Alta

Vets' Home, 11140 University Ave Edmonton
9603 - 142 StEdmonton

#313, 1075 Bernard AveKelowna B C

5723 - 110 StEdmonton
361 Isack DriveWindsor Ont

.1122 - 153 St        Edmonton

10155 - 151 St       Edmonton

4                    High Prairie Alta

                      Notikewin Alta
Home, 11140 University Ave Edmonton

Home, 11140 University Ave Edmonton

40 Ave N W           Calgary

 111A St             Edmonton

- 87 St              Edmonton

#70, 11122 - 153
#204, 10155 - 15:
Box 634
Box 85
Vets' Home, 1114(
Vets' Home, 1114<
912 - 40 Ave N W
3723 - 111A St
10192 - 87 St
506 North Haven Court,10028 - 106 Ave Edmonton

8723 - 93 Ave
Box 2.6, R R #1
Box 385
11120 - 95A St
Ottewell Lodge, 6675
Box 454
Box 417

    Edmonton

    Chelsea Quebec

    Gold Lake Alta

    Edmonton

92 Ave, Edmonton

    Athabasca Alta

    Thorsby Alta
#57 Holiday Village, 701 S.Dobson Rd, Mesa.Ariz

R R #2                     Paradise Valley Alta

Box 13,Site 3, R R #1      Thorsby Alta.

Pierson Blvd Park West Trailer Park

         Desert Hot Springs, CA, USA
186 Creston Place          Edmonton

Box 664                    Enderby B C

12115 - 129 St             Edmonton
6108 - 102A Ave            Edmonton

#1406, 10135 Sask Dr       Edmonton

#26, 10910 - 142 St        Edmonton

Vets' Home, 11140 University Ave Edmonton
R R #3                     Lloydminster Alta

5503 -
12009
10727
16309
9508 -
Box 23

EDMONTON ASSOCNATION
109 St

- 38 St
- 48 St
- 112A St

100 Ave

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Edmonton Alta

Grande Prairie Alta

Hythe Alta

T6H 3A7
T5W 2H7
T6A 2B6
T5X 2B5
T8V CT1
TOH 2CO



Ed Tannous

Bill Teleske

M. Tettamente

P. J. Thiesson

D. Thomson
H. D. P. Tighe

Vie Tillstt

M. J. Toma

L. Tosczak

Doug Turner

Pete Turner

     Hal Varty

     Ted Wade

     K. Wakefield

     Bob Walker

     Jim Wallace

     Ron Waterhouse

:-:M IS,, R. Watts

     B. J. Weir

     Charlie Whelan

     C. F. White

;    E. A. White
|    M. D. White

|    B. Whit-more

     Dr W Wilford

     R. S. Wilmott
i    Walter Wills

     J. E. Wilson

     R. Wilson

     Colin Wismer

     Geoff Wright

I    E. Yez

!    J. Zak

    EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

10740 - 109 StE

9749 - 71 AveF

11820 - 61 StE

Box 629E

#1104, 9649 - 94 AveG

494 Pleasant Park RdC

4912 - 52 Ave\

Edmont on

Edmonton

Edmonton

Beaverlodge Alta.

Grande Prairie Alta.

Ottawa Ont

Vermilion Alta

Vets' Home, 11140 University Ave Edmonton

#51 1133 Findlay Rd       Kelowna B C

13311 - 128 St             Edmonton

8735 - 77 Ave              Edmonton

Box 487
Box. 520
14424 - 86 Ave
9913 - 109 St
12445 - 76 St
15030 - 93 Ave
Box 277
R R #1

Box 144
12128 - 94A St
5208 - 109 Ave
Box 193
510 Wellington St.
5016 - 116 St
Box 245
#1603 Kiwanis PI,10330
8750 - 78 Ave
Box 205
#804,9420 - 92 St

Gen Del
Box 414

  Swan Hills Alta

  Smoky Lake Alta

  Edmonton Alta

  Ft Saskatchewan Alta

  Edmon-Gon Alta

  Edmonton

  Ba.rrhead Alta

  Two Hills Alta

  Rycroft Alta

  Spirit River Alta

  Grande Prairie Alta

  Edmonton

  Kenton Man

  Wallaceberg Ont

  Edmonton

  Hythe Alta

120 St Edmonton

  Edmonton

  Mirror Alta

  Edmont on

  Alberta Beach,All-a

  Coleman Alta

T5H 3B6

T6E OW5

T5W 4A7

TOH OCO
T&V 6H3

K1H 5N1

TOB 4MO

ToG 1Y&

V1X 5A9

T5L 1E7
T6C OL6

TOG 2GO

TOA 3CO

T5R 4B3

T8L 2K3
T5B 2E6

T5R 5H2

TOG OEO

TOB 9KO

 TOH 3AO

 TOH 3 GO

 T8V 5C3
 T6A 1S1

 ROM OZO

 N8A 2Y3
 T6H 3R2

 TOH 2CO
 T5K 2A6

 T6C ON6

 TOB 3CO
 T6C 3S1

 TOE OAO

 TOK OMO
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     Ralph Anderson

     B. F. Baker

W I Dave Barbour

     H.P.-Bell-Irving

     S. 0. Bigelow

     Art Bird

    - Ernie Black

     R. Bowen

     Ed Bradish

     L. G. Brandon

     J. Brunt on

     Bill Burkholder

     H. Butterworth

Box 783
Site 33, Camp 9, R R #2

#303 Windsor Court,258 Gor^

#42, 2236 Folkstone Way, W

#150, 1840 - 160 St

3937 Lauder Rd

7601 Holtem Dr

#30, 2161 Haultain St

1428 Maple Place

4825 Inverness St
#307, 6555 Bonsor Ave

13781 - 57B Ave

2948 Andre Rd, Box 21, R R

Parksville B CVOR 2SO

Winfield B CVOH 2CO
;e Rd E,Victoria B G V9A 6W5

Vancouver B CV7S 2X7

Surrey B CV4A 4X4

Victoria B CV8N 4H3

Vernon B CV1B IT 5
Victoria B CV8R 2L8

Squamish B CVON 3GO

VancouverV5V 4X5

Burnabv B CV5R 3E9

Surrey B CV8W 1K9

6, Victoria B CV8V 3X2
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 W I A. H. A, Can-tin
       Jack Ghilds

 W I' R. A. Couch
       Jim Craig
       Norm Dack
       Percy Darlington

 W I L. F. Dawes
       Fred Delyea
       Earl C Dick
       J. A, Dougan
       R. W. Dudley
      W. Dunbar
      L. Duncan
      H. Ducommun
      J. Easterbrook
      J.D.Eggleston

      Pete Ferguson
      T. E. Fontaine
      J.. T. Freeman
      Sid Fry
      Jack Furnell

 W I Rene Gauchie
      T. A. Gibson
      C. Glew
      Floyd Gouchee
      A, L. Grade
      D. I. Grahame
      A. A. Greene

      P. K. Hall
      John Harris
      Sa.m Hately
      Ralph W. 'Hayter
      S. Henke
      W. C,. Holmes
      D. Howard
      Owen Hugh son
      Tom Hunting!on

 W I J. A. Hyde

      Don M. Jacquest
      Alon M. Johnson
      Trevor Jones
      Steve Jossul

@WW I G.B.'Peter' Key
      Mervyn C. Kirby
      G. Kitching

     B.C. ASSOCIATION
#206,22200 Victory Blvd,Woodland Hills CA USA"
2222 Shakespeare St        Victoria B C
#15, 82 Buttertub Dr

2239 Armhurst Ave

Box 132

Nanaimo B G

Sidney B C

Enderby B C

#207, Windsor Cresc,252 Gorge Rd E, Victoria
2094 Falkland Place
R R #1

Box 2582

7701 Welch Rd, R R #3

1213 Tattersal Rd

Craigdarrach Beach R R 2
1060 Government St

Victoria

Thunder Bay, Ont

Parksville B C

Victoria

Victoria

Courtenay B C

Penticton B C
#10, 7850 King George Highway, Surrey, B C

5157 Beckton Rd
869 Sperling Ave

565 Brad-ley St.
6709 Griffiths Ave
8132 Cartier St
2850 Wyndeatt Ave
R R #1

Victoria

Burnaby B C

Nanaimo B C

Burnaby B C

Vancouver

Victoria

Ladysmith B G

Cartwright Ave R R #1      ;
3763 Wellssley Ave         :

64 Seaside Dr              ;

R R 1, Site 15 C4, Pineridgi

225 Crystal Court          l
#175, 27111 Zero Ave

1325 Rockland Ave

8055 Mont calm St

481 Hewgate St             I

45989 Silver Ave
#703, 4221 Mayberry

R R #2

Box 1057
#306, 710 - 16 Ave N E

R R #3 -

 Summerland B C

 Nanaimo B C

 Sooke B C

ge Estates,Westbank

 Clearbrook B C

 Aldergrove B G

 Victoria B C

 Vancouver

 Nanaimo B C

 Madeira Park B C

 Shanty Bay, Ont

 Sardis B G

 Burnaby B C
 Armstrong B C

 Parksville B C

 Calgary Alta

 Courtenay B C

#510, 945 Marine Dr @ @

#4, 608 St Charles St

980 Mackenzie Ave

2414 Millstream Ave
#303, 141 Bushby St

4851 Central Ave

3434 Bonair PI

W Vancouver
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Victoria
Delta B C
Victoria

Dave LaRiviere 975 - E 41 Ave Vancouver



B.Co ASSOCIATION
     E. C. Larkin

     E. 'Duke' Lengiet

     Gordon Lewis

     Ray P, Lewis

     Melvin Likes

     J, T. Livingstone

     E, A. Lohn

W I W. D. Lowden

     Jack Mackie

     Mike Markowsky

     Jo G. MLlnes

     W. A. Moreau

     A. G. Morris

     G. More a

     W. L. Mugridge

!/@ I P. 'Pip' Muirhead

     E.M.K.MacGregor

     Jack McBride

     Archie McCallum

     J@ A. McConnell

     Verne McCoy

     D. D. McGulloch

     Frank MeDougal

     Gordon Mclntosh
i    V. E. McKeage
i    K.D.F.McKenzie

j    Dr J.A.McNally

i    W. I. Nelson
|    R. H. Palmer

|    E. G. Paulsen
I    Ralph Paulsen
I   F. Ro Paupst

iff I Dave Petrie
@
!
I    A, Quinn
|    Bill Remple
|   W. Rhind  @

|   Doug Rogers

@   Don Russell

I   Bill Silvester
|   S. R@ Simpscn
J   Lou Smith

|   D, S,. Spicer

|   Fred Stepchuk

(   Jacob Stocki

Sll   James R@ Stone

||   R@ H. Summersgill

g   Nick Sykes

R R #3, Site 325 - G8
2861 Biscayne Bay Rd

120 Jones Rd
#12, 2l6l Columbia Ave

Box 72

10580 - 140 St
#402, 2015 Beach Ave

310 West 28 St

Qualicum Beach B C
Nanaimo B C

Campbell River B C

Trail B G

Madeira Park B G

N Surrey B C

Vancouver B C

N Vancouver B C

1115 Cheeke Rd Bx 14 RR#2  Cobble Hill B C

4238 Gran'ville St          Vancouver
R R #1                  @  Boswell B C

3731 Fir St                S Burnaby B C
12117 - 75 Ave R R #6      N Surrey B C

Box 226                    Sheho Sask

R R #1                     Naramata B C

#349, 7197 Canada Way Lodge, Burnaby B C

2452 Gamelot Rd            Victoria
#22, 24330 Eraser Highway RR #3, Langley B C

Cobble Hill B C

Vancouver

Boswell B C

S Burnaby B C

N Surrey B C

Sheho Sask

Naramata B C

853 East Pender  N 110

2730 Claude Rd

435 Festubert St

89 Crease Ave

720 Keith St

18280 Bayard Place
2624 Belmont Ave

824 Richmond Rd

2833 Parks!de Dr

1620 Augusta Ave

#185, 1699 Ross Rd

3903 Cedar Hill Rd
#5 B Churchill Dr

7724 Argyle St
2310 Dolphin Rd, R R #3

1988 Sylvania Place

5234 Beckton Rd
#10, 2611 Selwyn Rd

8080 Thomson Place R R #2

Box 935

Vancouver

Victoria

Dun can B C

Victoria

Moose Jaw Sask

Surrey B C

Victoria

Victoria

Lethbridge Alta

Burnaby B C

Kelowna B C

Victoria

Dartmouth N S

Vancouver

Sidney B G

Cobble Hill B G

Victoria

Victoria

Saanichton B G

Chase B C

209 High St                Nelson B C

3595 Vaness Ave            Vancouver

473 Cumberland St          New Westminster B G
2080 Okanagan Ave S E RR#3 Salmon Arm B C

6900 Springside Place RR#1 Brentwood Bay B C

8120 Osier St              Vancouver

1281 Fairlane Terrace      Victoria

2.434 Mat hers Ave           W Vancouver
19600 10 Langley ByPass, B.C.

VOR 2TO
V9T 3G5

V9W 2V1

V1R 1K8

VON 2HO

V3T 4N5

VoG 1Z3

V7N 2J1

VOR 1LO
V6H 3L5

VOR 1AO

V5G 2A4
V3W 2S6

SOA 3TO

VOH 1NO

V5E 5V4

V8N 1J4
V3A 4P6

V6A 1V9

V9B 3T6

V9L 3T3
V8Z IS 6

S6H 5R2

V3S 1C5
V8R 4A6

V8S 3Z1

T1J 1M8

V5A 2V6

V1W 1L8

V8P 3Z8

B2X 1M2

V5P 3L4

V8L 3X9

VOR 1LO

V8Y 201

V9B 3L2

VOS 1MO

VOE 1MO

V1L 3Z5

V5R 5B5

V3L 3G7

VOE 2TO

VOS 1AO
V6P 4E2

V8P 2E6

V7V 2H8

V3A 7B1
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Les Taplin

Len Tuppen
J. P, Turions

A. Wachter

Carl Walford

Jack Washburn

Jim Watson

Neil Webb

R. L. Wheatley

F. J. Wraite

W. T. Whitlock

Art Yells

11721 Cascade

R R #2

Box 352

#13, 55 Prideaux St

527 Radant Rd
5516 Ocean Place

#408, 1165 Yates St

R R #2, Box 14, Buick Site

555 Back Rd
#10, 999 Burnaby Ave

#11 3220 Rosemount Dr

2890 Glenwood Ave

Delta B C

Ganges B C

High Prairie Alta

Nanaimo B C

Kelowna B C

W Vancouver

Victoria B C

Quesnel B C

Courtney B C

Pe'nticton B G

Vancouver

Victoria B C

V4E 3C3

VOS 1EO

TOG 1EO

V9R 2M6

V1W 1A1

V7W 1N8

V8V 3N1

V2J 3H6

V9N 3X1

V2A 1G7

V5S 209

V9A 2S2

LADYMEMBERS
Mrs Mary Beat on

Mrs Garry Browne

Mrs All son Day

Mrs K. Guthrie

Mrs. M. Jefferson

Mrs Ellen Jones

Mrs M. Macdonald

Mrs Peggy McEwen

Mrs Tina Oakey

Mrs. E. Purvis

Mrs Jean Rendall

Mrs. M. Sheldrake

Mrs. Kate Wills on.

1941 Neil St
1733 St Ann St
26-1 Moss St
1563 Stevens St
2353 Windsor Rd
15823 Essex Place
2.7.16 Dewdney Ave

Victoria B C
Victoria
Victoria
White Rock B C
Victoria
White Rock B C

2.7.16 Dewdney AveVictoria B C
Reviresco Apts,SaubleBeach,RR #2, Hepworth Ont
R R #1, #2, 1184 Clark Rd Brentwood Bay B. C
511 Sonora Ave S WCalgary Alta
Box. 317Duncan B C
1075 Hulford St.Victoria
Box 691Osoyoos B C

Calgary Alta
Dun can B C
Victoria
Osoyoos B C
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V8R 3C8
V8R 5V7
V8V 4M6
V4B 4Y4
V7G 1A8
V4A 5L2
V8R 3M4
NOH 1PO
VOs 1AO
T3C 2K1
V9L 3X5
V8X 3B5
VOH 1VO

    We are aware of three ladies, wives of members who were 49ers in W I

who have passed away this year;

    Margaret Kinnaird - wife of the late G.D.K.Kinnaird

    Svea Black - wife of the late Andy Black

    Kathleen Blakely - wife of our R.C.Blakely, Edmonton

G.R.Pearkes, Maj/Gen

Owen R. Bro-wne, Major
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